
Group Plus – Expatriate Care 

 
Introduction 
 
This policy is a contract between the POLICYHOLDER and the COMPANY AIG Europe Limited, Belgian branch. 
 
The COMPANY agrees to give the insurance cover set out in this policy under the sections (and subsections) of cover that 
are shown as being included on the SCHEDULE. This policy, the SCHEDULE and all attached memoranda and endorsements 
detail the entire cover provided and the terms and conditions applying to it. 
 
The COMPANY will only provide cover for those people who are shown as being insured on the SCHEDULE and/or have been 
enrolled on the platform of the MEDICAL PLAN ADMINISTRATOR, or any attached memoranda or endorsements for the period of 
insurance as long as the required premium has been paid and the COMPANY has accepted it. 
 
The POLICYHOLDER should read this policy to make sure that they understand the cover provided and the limitations 
applying. If there are any elements of the cover that require clarification or do not meet the needs of the POLICYHOLDER, the 
POLICYHOLDER should in the first instance raise these with their insurance intermediary, where applicable. 
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This policy is subject to the general terms & conditions and the policy SCHEDULE. The policy SCHEDULE shall prevail over 
the general terms & conditions if contradictory or different. 
 
CHAPTER 1. GENERAL DEFINITIONS 
 
The following definitions apply to the policy, and have the same meaning wherever they are used in these general terms 
& conditions, policy SCHEDULE or endorsements. 
 
1.1. ACCIDENT 

Means a sudden, violent external event which results directly and immediately in INJURY to the INSURED PERSON, 
and which may or may not result in death, provided that the nature and location of the INJURY or the cause of death 
can be medically established. 
ACCIDENT shall also be taken to mean: 
a. Health disorders that are directly and solely due to an insured ACCIDENT; 
b. INJURY resulting from lawful self-defence, or rescue or attempted rescue of endangered persons or goods; 
c. Acute and unintentional ingestion of solid, liquid and/or gaseous substances that is injurious to a person’s 

health; 
d. Dislocations, sprains, muscle strains or ruptures caused by a sudden exertion; 
e. Disorders due as a result of extreme weather conditions; 
f. Drowning; 
g. Rabies or tetanus as the result of an insured accident; 
h. Death of the INSURED PERSON as a result of a traffic accident, due to cardiac arrest, myocardial infarct or 

cardiac artery rupture of the INSURED PERSON. 
 

1.2. ACCUMULATION LIMIT means the total maximum amount the COMPANY will pay in the aggregate under this and any 
other ACCIDENT insurance policy issued by the COMPANY for INJURIES suffered by all INSURED PERSONS in the same 
ACCIDENT or series of accidents contributed to, caused by or consequent upon the same original cause, event or 
circumstance 
 

1.3. AIDS/HIV 
Human immunodeficiency virus (“HIV”) related illnesses including acquired immune deficiency syndrome (“AIDS”), 
AIDS related complex and/or any mutation, derivation, or variation thereof which occurs during the period of 
insurance of this policy or any subsequent renewal of this policy and manifests itself at any time after the EFFECTIVE 
DATE of this policy 

 
1.4. AREA OF COVER 

Means the geographical area as listed on the policy SCHEDULE: 
 1. Worldwide excluding USA 
 2. Worldwide including USA 

 
1.5. ASSISTANCE CENTRE means the organization that provides the assistance services described in this policy on behalf 

of the COMPANY. 
 

1.6. AUTOMOBILE means a land motor vehicle, trailer or semi-trailer. The term does not refer to crawler or farm-type 
tractors or farm equipment nor to any other equipment which is designed for use primarily away from public streets 
or highways and which is not subject to motor vehicle registration. 

 
1.7. BAGGAGE means PERSONAL BELONGINGS, CASH AND VALUABLE DOCUMENTS, and BUSINESS EQUIPMENT - under the care, 

custody and control of an INSURED PERSON - which the INSURED PERSON has taken with him/her during a TRAVEL, or 
which have been acquired during that TRAVEL. 

 
1.8. BENEFICIARY means the person who is designated as such in the policy; in the absence thereof: 

• In the event of death: the spouse or PARTNER of the EXPATRIATED EMPLOYEE; in the absence of a spouse or 
PARTNER, the legal heirs with the exclusion of the sovereign state; 

• In case of an under age INSURED PERSON: the insured parent(s); 
• In all other cases: the INSURED PERSON. 

 
1.9. BENEFIT PERIOD means the period between the EFFECTIVE DATE and the termination of the coverage for the 

concerned INSURED PERSON. 
 

1.10. BUSINESS EQUIPMENT means goods that belong to the POLICYHOLDER and that the INSURED PERSON carried or 
acquired during the TRAVEL. 
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1.11. BUSINESS PROPERTY means immoveable property on which a business is conducted; and immoveable property 
rented in whole or in part to others, or held for such rental by the INSURED PERSON. 
It does not include the INSURED PERSON’s residence if it is rented only occasionally; or if it is a two family dwelling 
usually occupied in part by the INSURED PERSON. It does also not include garages or stables, if not more than 3 car 
spaces or stalls are so rented or held for rental. 
 

1.12. CASH AND VALUABLE DOCUMENTS 
Coins, banknotes, physical securities, bank drafts, funds, letters of credit, meal vouchers, bank cards, telephone 
cards, postal orders or cheques, traveller’s cheques, tickets, fuel or other vouchers with a monetary value or credit 
vouchers that are in the possession of, managed or supervised by the INSURED PERSON and that are intended only 
for travel, meals, accommodation and personal expenditure. 
 

1.13. CHILD 
Any unmarried CHILD under 25 years of age who is economically dependent on the EXPATRIATED EMPLOYEE or the 
PARTNER of the EXPATRIATED EMPLOYEE. 
 

1.14. COMPANY 
AIG Europe S.A. is an insurance undertaking with R.C.S. Luxembourg number B 218806. AIG Europe S.A. has its 
head office at 35 D Avenue John F. Kennedy, L-1855, Luxembourg. AIG Europe S.A. is authorised by the 
Luxembourg Ministère des Finances and supervised by the Commissariat aux Assurances 7, boulevard Joseph II, 
L-1840 Luxembourg, GD de Luxembourg, Tel.: (+352) 22 69 11 - 1,  caa@caa.lu, http://www.caa.lu/.   

AIG Europe S.A., Belgium branch is located  Pleinlaan 11, 1050 Brussels, Belgium. RPM/RPR Brussels - VAT 
number: 0692.816.659. AIG Europe S.A. Belgium branch is registered with the National Bank of Belgium (NBB) 
under the number 3084. The NBB is located at de Berlaimontlaan 14, 1000 Brussels, www.nbb.be.  

 
1.15. COMPLEMENTARY MEDICINE means consultation services and medication provided by a physiotherapist, chiropractor, 

acupuncturist, bonesetter, osteopath, homoeopath or Chinese medicine practitioner, who is fully trained, who is 
licensed by the competent medical authorities of the country in which treatment is provided, and who is practicing 
within the scope of his or her licensing and graduation. 

 
1.16. COMPLICATIONS OF PREGNANCY are conditions whose diagnoses are distinct from pregnancy but are adversely 

affected or caused by pregnancy, such as: acute nephritis, nephrosis, cardiac decompensation, missed abortion, 
and similar medical and surgical conditions of comparable severity. They include ectopic pregnancy which is 
ended, spontaneous ending of pregnancy at a time when a viable birth is not possible, puerperal infection, 
eclampsia, and toxaemia. They do not include complications or illness from IVF induced pregnancy, caesarean 
section, false labor, occasional spotting, PHYSICIAN prescribed rest during pregnancy, morning sickness, and similar 
conditions associated with the management of a difficult pregnancy but which are not medically distinct conditions. 

 
1.17. CONGENITAL CONDITION means a physical or mental abnormality existing at time of birth or manifesting itself within 

six months of birth. 
 
1.18. CO-PAYMENT means the share of the COVERED CHARGES the INSURED PERSON will pay, after application of DEDUCTIBLE 

if any. This is usually expressed as a percentage. 
 

1.19. COSMETIC SURGERY means any treatment performed to reshape normal structures of the body in order to improve 
the physical appearance. 

 
1.20. COVERED CHARGE means a reasonable and customary charge for a medical necessary service prescribed by a 

PHYSICIAN under the conditions of this policy. 
 

1.21. DATE OF SERVICE means the date on which a medical service is rendered. 
 

1.22. DEDUCTIBLE means an amount stipulated in the SCHEDULE which shall be deducted from any COVERED CHARGES, 
before application of the CO-PAYMENT, if any. 

 
1.23. DEFERMENT PERIOD means the initial period of TEMPORARY DISABILITY during which the benefit on the policy 

SCHEDULE is not payable 
 

1.24. DENTAL PROSTHESIS 
means crowns, inlays, onlays, adhesive reconstructions/restorations, bridges, dentures and implants as well as all 
necessary and ancillary treatment and repairs required. 
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1.25. DENTIST means a properly qualified medical practitioner who is licensed to render dental treatment by the 
competent medical authorities of the country in which treatment is provided, and who is practicing within the scope 
of his licensing and graduation. 

 
1.26. DEPENDENT means an INSURED PERSON who is the adult PARTNER, dependent CHILD or CHILD under 25 years in full-

time education of the EXPATRIATED EMPLOYEE, and who is residing with him in the HOST COUNTRY. 
 

1.27. DISTURBED AREAS 
Countries or regions that follow: Afghanistan, Chechnya, North-Korea, Iraq and Somalia. 

 
1.28. EFFECTIVE DATE means the date on which the period of cover commences for the INSURED PERSON under this policy. 

 
1.29. EMERGENCY means a sudden change in a person’s health which requires urgent medical or surgical intervention to 

avoid permanent damage to life or health. 
 

1.30. EYE SURGERY means ophthalmic surgery, such as laser eye surgery, cataract surgery, glaucoma surgery, 
canaloplasty, refractive surgery, corneal surgery, vitreo-retinal surgery, eye muscle surgery and oculoplastic 
surgery. 

 
1.31. EXPATRIATED EMPLOYEE means an INSURED PERSON who is an employee of the POLICYHOLDER and who is on an 

expatriate assignment on behalf of the POLICYHOLDER. 
 

1.32. HOME COUNTRY means the country of which the INSURED PERSON holds a passport and to which the INSURED PERSON 
would want to be repatriated. For an insured CHILD holding more than one passport, the HOME COUNTRY will be the 
HOME COUNTRY of an insured parent. 

 
1.33. HOSPITAL means an establishment duly constituted and registered as a facility for the care and treatment of sick or 

injured persons as paying bed patients and which: 
a. Has organized diagnostic and surgical facilities, 
b. Provides 24 hour a day nursing services by REGISTERED NURSEs, 
c. Is supervised by a staff of PHYSICIANS, and 
d. Is not a nursing home, rest home, convalescence home, place for custodial care, home for the aged, 

institution for mental or behavioural disorders, sanatorium, or a place for the treatment of alcoholics or drug 
addicts; even if located at the same place. 

 
1.34. HOSPITALISATION means admission in a HOSPITAL as a registered bed patient for an OVERNIGHT stays upon the 

written advice from the PHYSICIAN and for which the HOSPITAL imposes a room and board charge. 
 
1.35. HOST COUNTRY means the country where the INSURED PERSON is expatriated to. 
 
1.36. ILLNESS means a physical condition marked by a pathological deviation from the normal healthy state, and which is 

not an INJURY. 
 
1.37. INJURY means physical damage arising wholly and exclusively from a covered accident. 
 
1.38. INSURED PERSON means every person designated as such in the policy SCHEDULE, who has applied for cover by this 

policy and for whom coverage has been confirmed in writing by the COMPANY or the MEDICAL PLAN ADMINISTRATOR. 
 
1.39. PREMISES means the habitable premises where the INSURED PERSON resides in his HOST COUNTRY. It includes private 

approaches to such residence; and other premises and approaches used in connection with such residence, other 
than BUSINESS PROPERTY and farms. 

 
1.40. INTOXICATION means situation in which the INSURED PERSON is under the influence of: 

• alcohol; 
• illegal narcotics; 
And thereby violates the laws of the country in which the insured incident takes place. 
 

1.41. LARCENY 
Any other form of theft of BAGGAGE other than ROBBERY, such as lack of control, loss or neglect of BAGGAGE 

 
1.42. LEGAL EXPENSES means 

• The fees, expenses and other costs that can reasonably be charged by the REPRESENTATIVE in connection 
with a cause for action, including the reasonable expenses of experts and of the COMPANY incurred in this 
connection. 
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• The legal costs incurred by or on behalf of the INSURED PERSON and the extra-judicial costs after settlement 
out of court. 

• The fees, expenses and other costs that can reasonably be charged by the REPRESENTATIVE for appeal 
proceedings, provided that prior written permission from the COMPANY has been obtained for such 
proceedings and provided that they are connected with the cause of action referred under the first bullet point 
of this definition. 

 
1.43. LOSS OF HEARING means total and permanent loss of hearing 

 
1.44. LOSS OF LIMB means: 

In the case of a leg or lower limb: 
a. loss by permanent physical severance at or above the ankle, or 
b. permanent and total loss of use of a complete foot or leg. 

In the case of an arm or upper limb: 
a. loss by permanent physical severance of the four fingers at or above the meta carpo phalangeal joints 

(where the fingers join the palm of the hand), or 
b. permanent and total loss of use of a complete arm or hand. 
 

1.45. LOSS OF SIGHT means permanent and total loss of sight in both eyes, or in one eye if the degree of sight remaining 
after correction is 3/60 or less on the Snellen Scale. 
 

1.46. LOSS OF SPEECH means total and permanent loss of speech 
 

1.47. MAJOR RESTORATIVE DENTAL TREATMENT 
means removal of impacted, buried or unerupted teeth, removal of solid odontomes, and apicectomy 
 

1.48. MEDICAL CONSULTANT means a PHYSICIAN advising the COMPANY, ASSISTANCE CENTRE or the MEDICAL PLAN 
ADMINISTRATOR. 
 

1.49. MEDICALLY NECESSARY means for therapeutic services that the INSURED PERSON has a covered ILLNESS or INJURY 
and that the services are requested by the attending PHYSICIAN to prevent permanent damage to life or health. 
For diagnostic services, MEDICALLY NECESSARY means that the INSURED PERSON has active symptoms of unknown 
cause and suggestive of a covered ILLNESS or INJURY, and that the services are requested by the attending 
PHYSICIAN to determine whether therapeutic services are required. 

 
1.50. MEDICAL PLAN ADMINISTRATOR means the organization that provides the medical administration services described 

in this policy on behalf of the COMPANY. 
 
1.51. MEDICAL TREATMENT 

All examinations or measures taken to restore health of the INSURED PERSON and prescribed and/or executed by a 
PHYSICIAN legally qualified to treat patients. 
 

1.52. MEDICINES AND DRUGS are those for which a PHYSICIAN’s prescription is required for purchase, which have been 
prescribed by a PHYSICIAN for treatment of a covered ILLNESS or INJURY, and which have been dispensed by a 
PHYSICIAN’s office or by a licensed pharmacist. 

 
1.53. MENTAL AND BEHAVIOURAL DISORDER means a psychiatric, psychological, affective, mental or behavioural disorder, 

irrespective of whether a physiologic cause is known or suspected. it includes any condition listed as MENTAL AND 
BEHAVIOURAL DISORDER in the International Classification of Diseases of the World Health Organization. 

 
 

1.54. OPTICAL DEVICES  
means MEDICALLY NECESSARY glasses, frames and contact lenses prescribed by an Ophthalmic PHYSICIAN 

 
1.55. OUTPATIENT SURGERY means the surgery that does not require an OVERNIGHT HOSPITAL stay, but may require the 

use of a recovery facility for at least 4 hours.  Surgery shall mean treatment by incisions or shockwaves or lasers, 
including endoscopic procedures requiring the professional services of a qualified PHYSICIAN or surgeon. 

 
1.56. OVERNIGHT means an inpatient admission before 7pm with release no earlier than 8am the following morning. 

 
1.57. PALLIATIVE CARE means the services prescribed by the attending PHYSICIAN, of an institution duly constituted and 

registered to provide a centralized program of palliative and supportive services to dying persons in the form of 
physical, psychological, social and spiritual care. 
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1.58. PARAPLEGIA means the permanent and total paralysis of the two lower limbs, bladder and rectum. 
 

1.59. PARENTAL ACCOMMODATION means costs for an added bed in the same HOSPITAL room for a parent or legal 
guardian. 

 
1.60. PARTNER means person, who is not a CHILD, and with whom the EXPATRIATED EMPLOYEE forms a factual or legal 

union on the date of loss/ACCIDENT in question and with whom the INSURED PERSON lives at the same legal 
residence or domicile. 

 
1.61. PERMANENT DISABILITY means permanent total or partial loss or disability of any limb or organ (or a part thereof). 

 
1.62. PERSONAL BELONGINGS 

Means the objects and travel documents that the INSURED PERSON has taken with him on a trip for personal use, as 
well as objects purchased during the TRAVEL, with the exception of BUSINESS EQUIPMENT 

 
1.63. PHYSICIAN means a medical practitioner graduated from a recognized medical school listed in the directory of 

medical schools of the world health organization, who is licensed by the competent medical authorities of the 
country in which treatment is provided, and who is practicing within the scope of his licensing and graduation. 
 

1.64. POLICYHOLDER means the person who has taken out this insurance with the COMPANY and who is named as such in 
the policy SCHEDULE. 

 
1.65. POST-HOSPITALIZATION SERVICES means medical services immediately following a covered stay in a HOSPITAL, and 

that are provided by or ordered by the attending PHYSICIAN as a direct consequence of the covered ILLNESS or 
INJURY which necessitated such hospitalization. 

 
1.66. PRECEDING POLICY means an expatriate healthcare policy covering ILLNESS and INJURY which terminates no earlier 

than the day prior to the EFFECTIVE DATE for the INSURED PERSON, and a copy of which has been provided to the 
COMPANY upon application. 

 
1.67. PRE-HOSPITALIZATION SERVICES means medical services incurred within 30 days prior to and directly related to a 

covered stay in a HOSPITAL. 
 

1.68. PROFESSIONAL SPORTS 
Practicing a sport of which the income exceeds 40% of the total annual income of the INSURED PERSON. 
 

1.69. QUADRIPLEGIA means the permanent and total paralysis of the two upper limbs and two lower limbs. 
 

1.70. REASONABLE AND CUSTOMARY EXPENSES means insured medical expenses which do not exceed the general level of 
fees for comparable services by similar healthcare providers in the same region for a similar ILLNESS or INJURY, 
irrespective of availability of insurance. In case of an unusual nature of service or supply, the MEDICAL PLAN 
ADMINISTRATOR will determine to what extent the charge is reasonable and customary, taking into account the 
complexity involved, the degree of professional skills required and other pertinent factors. 

 
1.71. RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY means any treatment performed on abnormal structures of the body, whether caused by 

CONGENITAL CONDITIONS, developmental abnormalities, INJURY or ILLNESS, in order to improve function or 
approximate a normal appearance. 

 
1.72. REGISTERED NURSE is a graduate trained nurse who has passed a state registration examination and has been 

licensed to practice nursing. 
 

1.73. RELATIVE means spouse or PARTNER, father, mother, sister, brother, CHILD, grandchild, grandparent of the INSURED 
PERSON. 
 

1.74. REPRESENTATIVE means a licensed attorney or similar professional who has been authorized to act on behalf of the 
INSURED PERSON in accordance with the conditions of this insurance policy. 

 
1.75. RESIDENCE EMPLOYEE means an employee of an INSURED PERSON whose duties are incidental to the PREMISES or 

who covers duties elsewhere of a similar nature and not associated with the conduct of an INSURED PERSON’s 
business. 

 
1.76. ROBBERY 

Theft with violence, threat, INJURY or death of the INSURED PERSON; 
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Theft directed by tampering or by strengthening the system of closure with the exception of a break-through 
medium electronics; 
Theft in case of fire, explosion, flood, shipwreck, ACCIDENT, riot, rebellion and WAR. 

 
1.77. ROUTINE DENTAL TREATMENT 

means dental examinations, tooth extractions, tooth cleaning, normal compound filling, root canal treatment, 
paradental treatment, paradontosis treatment, gum treatment, and X-ray examinations. 

 
1.78. SCHEDULE means the document showing details of the period of insurance, INSURED PERSONs, included policy 

sections and the sums insured, etc. which should be read with this policy 
 

1.79. SOUND NATURAL TOOTH means a tooth with no decay, no filling on more than two surfaces, no gum disease 
associated with bone loss, no root canal therapy, that is not a dental implant and that functions normally in 
chewing and speech. 

 
1.80. TRAVEL 

Any trip or stay out of the HOST COUNTRY, which takes place during the BENEFIT PERIOD and that last no longer than 
90 consecutive days 

 
1.81. STANDARD PRIVATE ROOM is the lowest rated room with a single bed in that HOSPITAL. 

 
1.82. TEMPORARY DISABILITY means an INJURY that prevents the INSURED PERSON from carrying out all parts of his usual 

and paid professional occupation. 
 

1.83. THIRD-PARTY is any natural person or legal entity with the exception of the INSURED PERSON, DEPENDENT or  
RELATIVES. 

 
1.84. VISION TREATMENT 

means ophthalmic examinations and treatments, excluding any EYE SURGERY. 
 

1.85. VENEREAL DISEASE means an ILLNESS which has been transmitted by sexual contact, or any of the following 
illnesses whether sexually transmitted or not: syphilis, gonorrhea, venereal warts including genital HPV (human 
papillomavirus), genital herpes, granuloma inguinale, chancroid, trichomona, pubic lice (phthirus pubis) infestation, 
and Chlamydia. 

 
1.86. WAR means any activity arising out of military force or an attempt to participate in military force by a nation, and 

will include civil WAR, revolution, invasion and similar facts. 
 

1.87. APPLICABLE INSURANCE LAW 
The Law of 27 July 1997 on the insurance contract, as well as the additions, modifications and implementation 
decrees thereof. 

 
1.88. RENEWAL DATE 

RENEWAL DATE as defined in the SCHEDULE. 
 
 
CHAPTER 2. GENERAL POLICY CONDITIONS 
 
2.1. POLICY PERIOD 
The policy commences on the date stipulated in the SCHEDULE and is valid for a period of one year. The policy is 
automatically renewed for successive periods of one year, unless stated otherwise in the SCHEDULE and except for 
cancellation on the terms stipulated in the current policy. 
 
2.2. ELIGIBILITY 
The policy is open to POLICYHOLDERS with a registered office located in the European Economic Area to cover their 
EXPATRIATED EMPLOYEES and their DEPENDENTs while on foreign expatriate assignment outside their HOME COUNTRY. The 
age limit for enrolment of an INSURED PERSON is 65 years. 
 
The individual cover commences the day immediately following the acceptance by the COMPANY and/or the MEDICAL PLAN 
ADMINISTRATOR or on THE EFFECTIVE DATE of the policy mentioned in the policy SCHEDULE, whatever comes the latest. 
 
The EFFECTIVE DATE for a new-born CHILD of an INSURED PERSON is the moment of birth, provided notification was given to 
the COMPANY within 4 weeks of the date of birth and the mother or father was insured for at least 10 continuous months 
immediately prior to the date of birth. 
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The medical formalities are: 
 
• In case of compulsory affiliation by the employer of a group of more than 5 employees: 

No medical questionnaire will, in principle, be required for the core plan. 
For the optional benefits however, the completion of a medical questionnaire might be required. The MEDICAL 
CONSULTANT can at his discretion define partial or total exclusion of cover or propose additional premium to waive 
exclusions. 

• In all other cases: 
A medical questionnaire has to be completed by each INSURED PERSON and has to be submitted to the MEDICAL 
CONSULTANT of the COMPANY. The MEDICAL CONSULTANT can at his discretion define partial or total exclusion of cover 
or propose an additional premium to waive exclusions. 

 
In case of compulsory affiliation by the employer of a group of more than 5 employees: 
If the INSURED PERSON is afflicted with an ILLNESS or physical INJURY after ACCIDENT prior to the EFFECTIVE DATE of this policy 
and if the INSURED PERSON was covered under a PRECEDING POLICY for which benefits would have been available had it 
remained in force, the INSURED PERSON will be covered for the existing ILLNESS or physical INJURY after ACCIDENT under this 
policy, as far as these costs incur after the EFFECTIVE DATE. 
 
2.3. AREA OF COVER 
The policy covers the INSURED PERSON within his AREA OF COVER as mentioned in the policy SCHEDULE. 
 
Cover outside the INSURED PERSON’S AREA OF COVER is limited to EMERGENCIES in case of TRAVEL, taking place during the 
BENEFIT PERIOD and lasting no longer than 90 consecutive days, and excluding any TRAVEL if the purpose of the trip is to 
obtain MEDICAL TREATMENT or medical advice or in case the INSURED PERSON is travelling against the advice of a PHYSICIAN. 
 
2.4. TERMINATION OF BENEFITS 
The benefits for the INSURED PERSON under this policy terminate on the earliest of the following moments: 
2.4.1 At midnight on the last day of the BENEFIT PERIOD; 
2.4.2 On the next annual policy renewal date following the 75th birthday of the INSURED PERSON; 
2.4.3 The moment the INSURED PERSON is covered or can be covered by the national health service of their HOME 

COUNTRY in case of the ending of the expatriate assignment of the INSURED PERSON, and at the latest 6 months after 
his return in the HOME COUNTRY; 

 
2.5. PAYMENT OF PREMIUMS 
The premium shall be paid in advance. The premium is due and payable in the place of residence of the POLICYHOLDER 
upon presentation of the receipt or upon notification of the premium due date. Legally imposed taxes and contributions 
are in addition to this premium. 
In case of non-payment of the premium, the regulations of the APPLICABLE INSURANCE LAW shall become applicable. 
 
2.6. INCREASE IN RISK 
The POLICYHOLDER and/or INSURED PERSON shall inform the COMPANY immediately of any change in circumstances or 
conditions that may increase the risk. This includes but is not limited to changes in business activities, change of HOME 
COUNTRY, or change of HOST COUNTRY. 
 
In all cases in which the risk disappears, decreases or increases, the parties shall act in accordance with the APPLICABLE 
INSURANCE LAW. 
 
2.7. CHANGE OF PREMIUM RATES AND/OR CONDITIONS 
The premiums of the core plan and the optional benefit DENTAL & VISION care may be adjusted on the annual renewal date, 
based on the attained age of each INSURED PERSON on the renewal date or on the increase of medical expenses. 
This adjustment gives no right to cancel the policy. 
 

The COMPANY can also change the premium and/or the conditions of certain insurance covers per category for all similar 
covers, with effect on the annual renewal date. 
 
In case of a change of premium rates and/or a change of conditions, the COMPANY will provide a written notice to the 
POLICYHOLDER at least 30 days prior to the EFFECTIVE DATE of the change. The POLICYHOLDER is deemed to have accepted 
the change, unless it cancels the policy on the terms stipulated in Article 2.13. 
 
2.8. CLAIMS NOTIFICATION 

2.8.1 The POLICYHOLDER, INSURED PERSON or BENEFICIARY shall respect the claim procedures mentioned under the 
title “claims procedure” of the concerned benefit, or in any event notify the COMPANY as soon as it is aware 
of the potential occurrence of an insured event/loss. 
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2.8.2 The POLICYHOLDER, INSURED PERSON or BENEFICIARY shall provide at their own expense all reasonable and 
necessary documents to substantiate the claim. They shall cooperate in medical or other examinations or 
enquiries related to the claim if the COMPANY, ASSISTANCE CENTRE or the MEDICAL PLAN ADMINISTRATOR deems 
this necessary. 

 
2.8.3 The INSURED PERSON and/or the POLICYHOLDER shall take all reasonable measures to prevent and limit the 

consequences of the insured event/loss. 
 

2.8.4 If the INSURED PERSON and/or POLICYHOLDER do not comply with one of the obligations stated under 2.8.1, 
2.8.2 and 2.8.3 to the detriment of the COMPANY, the COMPANY may claim a reduction of the benefit 
equivalent to the loss it has suffered. 

 
2.8.5 The COMPANY may refuse cover if the INSURED PERSON and/or POLICYHOLDER did not comply with the 

obligations set out under 2.8.1, 2.8.2 and 2.8.3 with fraudulent intent. 
 
2.9. INDEMNITY 
Indemnities shall be based on the medical and factual data available to the COMPANY and/or the MEDICAL PLAN 
ADMINISTRATOR. 
 
All indemnities shall be payable without interest after acceptance by the INSURED PERSON, POLICYHOLDER and/or 
beneficiary/beneficiaries. 
 
Any claim for an indemnity upon refusal by the COMPANY shall become prescribed three years after the refusal is notified 
to the INSURED PERSON and/or the BENEFICIARY/BENEFICIARIES. 
 
2.10. SUBROGATION 
By payment of the indemnity the COMPANY shall be subrogated, up to the amount of the indemnity, to the rights and legal 
claims of the INSURED PERSON or the BENEFICIARY/ BENEFICIARIES against a THIRD PARTY/PARTIES in accordance with the 
APPLICABLE INSURANCE LAW. 
 
2.11. WAIVER OF RECOURSE 
The COMPANY will waive any right of recourse against the liable THIRD- PARTY / PARTIES for payments related to the benefits 
Accidental Death and Permanent Invalidity following an ACCIDENT. 
 
2.12. OTHER INSURANCE AND SUBROGATION 
If the liability, loss or damage that is covered under this policy is also covered by a National Health Service, or would have 
been covered under these, had this insurance not been underwritten, this insurance shall only provide cover in excess of 
what would have been covered by the National Health Service. The amounts paid under this insurance shall not exceed, 
when combined with the amounts paid by the National Health Service the maximum limits as mentioned on the policy 
SCHEDULE. 
 
In the event of INJURY, loss or damage involving the actions or negligence of a THIRD PARTY, the POLICYHOLDER, INSURED 
PERSON or BENEFICIARY shall use their best endeavours to claim from such THIRD PARTY for the full amount of the loss. The 
POLICYHOLDER, INSURED PERSON and BENEFICIARY shall not negotiate, settle, compromise, release, or otherwise discharge 
any claim against such a party without the COMPANY’S express written consent. The COMPANY has full rights of subrogation 
and may take proceedings in its own name, but at the COMPANY’S expense, to recover the amount of any payment made 
under the policy including but not limited to the cost of such proceedings. 
 
2.13. CANCELLATION 
The POLICYHOLDER may cancel the Policy: 
• At least 30 days before the annual premium is due or before the annual anniversary of the Policy (“RENEWAL DATE”) 

(article 38 of the APPLICABLE INSURANCE LAW), 
• If the COMPANY cancelled (i) one or several coverages of the insurance policy (article 19 of the APPLICABLE INSURANCE 

LAW) or (ii) if the COMPANY cancelled another insurance policy after the occurrence of a loss with indemnification, 
within 1 month of the notice of cancellation (article 41 of the APPLICABLE INSURANCE LAW); 

• In case of a risk decrease, in the absence of an agreement on the premium reduction, within 1 month of the 
POLICYHOLDER’s request for a premium reduction (article 33 of the APPLICABLE INSURANCE LAW); 

• In case of a premium increase, within 60 days of the date the notice of the premium increase was sent and at the 
latest within 60 days after the RENEWAL DATE if the premium increase was not notified in accordance with article 20 of 
the APPLICABLE INSURANCE LAW (article 42 of the APPLICABLE INSURANCE LAW); 

• In the event of transmission of the insured interest as a result of the POLICYHOLDER’s death, the rights and obligations 
arising out the policy shall be transferred to the new holder of this interest (exception for intuitu personae contracts). 
However, the new holder of the insured interest may cancel the policy within 3 months and 40 days of the death 
(articles 57 - 58 of the APPLICABLE INSURANCE LAW). 
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The COMPANY may cancel the Policy: 
• At least 60 days before the annual premium is due or before the annual anniversary of the Policy (“RENEWAL DATE”) 

(article 38 of the APPLICABLE INSURANCE LAW); 
• In case of a non intentional omission or inaccuracy in the declaration (of the risk) (article 13) and in case of a risk 

increase (article 34 of the APPLICABLE INSURANCE LAW): 
o If the COMPANY adduces evidence that he would under no circumstances have insured the increased risk, he may 

cancel the Policy within 1 month of the date on which it becomes aware of the omission / inaccuracy / increase; 
o If the offer to amend the Policy is refused by the POLICYHOLDER or if the offer is not accepted within 1 month of the 

date of receipt thereof, the COMPANY may cancel the Policy within 15 days. 
• In case of non payment of the premium, on expiry of a period of 10 days following the suspension of the Policy (the 

policy may be suspended upon expiry of a period of at least 30 days from the day following the sending of the notice 
of default) (articles 21 and 22 of the APPLICABLE INSURANCE LAW); 

• After a claim/loss occurrence giving rise to payment of an indemnity, within 1 month after the first payment of the 
indemnity (article 41, § 1 of the APPLICABLE INSURANCE LAW); 

• In case of a fraudulent breach by the POLICYHOLDER, the INSURED PERSON and/or BENEFICIARY of their obligations in 
the event of a claim/loss occurrence, within 1 month of the discovery of the fraud (article 41, §3 of the APPLICABLE 
INSURANCE LAW); 

• In the event of the POLICYHOLDER’s bankruptcy, on expiry of a period of 3 months following the bankruptcy 
declaration (article 43 of the APPLICABLE INSURANCE LAW);  

• In the event of transmission of the insured interest as a result of the POLICYHOLDER’s death, within 3 months of the 
date the COMPANY had knowledge of the death (articles 57-58 of the APPLICABLE INSURANCE LAW). 

 
Notice of cancellation needs to be given by registered letter, bailiff service or delivery of a cancellation letter against 
receipt. 
 
2.14. FRAUD – INTENTIONNEL OMMISSION OR INACCURACY 
Notwithstanding any agreement to the contrary, the COMPANY shall not be required to provide a benefit to the 
POLICYHOLDER, INSURED PERSON, DEPENDANTS or BENEFICIARY who intentionally caused the insured event/loss 
 
If an intentional omission or inaccuracy in the declaration misleads the COMPANY in the assessment of the risk, the policy 
shall be void.  
 
In such case the POLICYHOLDER, INSURED PERSON or BENEFICIARY will lose all the benefits under the policy. The 
POLICYHOLDER, INSURED PERSON or BENEFICIARY will reimburse any benefit already paid by the COMPANY and compensate 
the COMPANY for the loss or damage incurred due to the fraud or the intentional omission or inaccuracy. 
 
Premiums due up to the moment when the COMPANY had knowledge of the intentional omission or inaccuracy shall be 
payable to the COMPANY. 
 
2.15. TRANSFER 
The policy cannot be transferred unless otherwise agreed upon in writing with the COMPANY. 
 
 
2.16. DOMICILE 
For the purpose of this policy, the COMPANY 'S sole domicile is its registered office in Brussels. 
Notifications to the POLICYHOLDER shall be validly sent to his/her most recent address, as communicated in writing to the 
COMPANY. 
 
2.17. PERSONAL DATA 

 How we use Personal Information  
We are committed to protecting the privacy of customers, claimants and other business contacts.  
“Personal Information” identifies and relates to you or other individuals (e.g. your partner or other members of your 
family). If you provide Personal Information about another individual, you must (unless we agree otherwise) inform the 
individual about the content of this notice and our Privacy Policy and obtain their permission (where possible) to share 
their Personal Information with us. 
The types of Personal Information we may collect and why  - Depending on our relationship with you, Personal 
Information collected may include: contact information, financial information and account details, credit reference and 
scoring information, sensitive information about health or medical conditions (collected with your consent where required 
by applicable law) or (where we require it and are legally permitted to collect it) information about criminal convictions, as 
well as other Personal Information provided by you or that we obtain in connection with our relationship with you. 
Personal Information may be used for the following purposes: 
• Insurance administration, e.g. communications, claims processing and payment 
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• Assessments and decisions about the provision and terms of insurance and the settlement of claims 
• Assistance and advice on medical and travel matters 
• Management of our business operations and IT infrastructure 
• Prevention, detection and investigation of crime, e.g. fraud and money laundering 
• Establishment and defence of legal rights 
• Legal and regulatory compliance (including compliance with laws and regulations outside your country of residence) 
• Monitoring and recording of telephone calls for quality, training and security purposes 
• Market research and analysis 
• (Internal) audit 
Sensitive Personal Information – In connection with the provision of insurance and the assessment of a claim, we will 
collect, use and disclose certain Sensitive Personal Information concerning your health and medical conditions.  Where 
we do this, we will do so with your explicit consent and as otherwise permitted by law. 
Sharing of Personal Information - For the above purposes, Personal Information may be shared with our group 
companies and third parties (such as brokers and other insurance distribution parties, COMPANYs and reinsurers, credit 
reference agencies, healthcare professionals and other service providers). Personal Information will be shared with other 
third parties (including government authorities) if required by laws or regulations. Personal Information (including details of 
injuries) may be recorded on claims registers shared with other COMPANYs. Personal Information may be shared with 
prospective purchasers and purchasers, and transferred upon a sale of our company or transfer of business assets. 
International transfer - Due to the global nature of our business, Personal Information may be transferred to parties 
located in other countries (including the United States, China, Mexico Malaysia, Philippines, Bermuda and other countries 
which may have a data protection regime which is different to that in your country of residence).  When making these 
transfers, we will take steps to ensure that your Personal Information is adequately protected and transferred in 
accordance with the requirements of data protection law.  Further information about international transfers is set out in our 
Privacy Policy (see below).  
Security of Personal Information – Appropriate technical and physical security measures are used to keep your 
Personal Information safe and secure.  When we provide Personal Information to a third party (including our service 
providers) or engage a third party to collect Personal Information on our behalf, the third party will be selected carefully 
and required to use appropriate security measures.  
Your rights – You have a number of rights under data protection law in connection with our use of your Personal 
Information.  These rights may only apply in certain circumstances and are subject to certain exemptions.  These rights 
may include a right to access Personal Information, a right to request that we correct inaccurate data, erase data, or 
suspend our use of data.  These rights may also include a right to transfer your data to another organisation, a right to 
object to our use of your Personal Information, a right to request that certain automated decisions we make have human 
involvement, a right to withdraw consent and a right to complain to the data protection regulator in your country.  Further 
information about your rights and how you may exercise them is set out in full in our Privacy Policy (see below).  
Privacy Policy - More details about your rights and how we collect, use and disclose your Personal Information can be 
found in our full Privacy Policy at http://www.aig.be/privacy or you may request a copy by writing to: Data Protection 
Officer, AIG Europe, Pleinlaan 11, 1050 Brussels or by email at: dataprotectionofficer.be@aig.com. 
 
2.18. GOVERNING LAW AND SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES 
Applicable law 
The provisions of the present contract are governed by the APPLICABLE INSURANCE LAW and by all its extensions, 
modifications and executory decisions. 
 
Complaints 
The COMPANY strives to treat the INSURED PERSON in a courteous, fair and prompt manner. If despite the efforts of the 
COMPANY, the INSURED PERSON is not satisfied, it can address a complaint: 
• by e-mail: belgium.complaints@aig.com 
• by phone: +32 2 739 9690 
• by fax: +32 2 739 9393 
• by ordinary mail: AIG Europe Limited, complaints, Pleinlaan 11, 1050 Brussels 
 
The COMPANY requests the INSURED PERSON to mention the policy number and/or claims file number and, if available, the 
name of the contact person within the COMPANY. 
 
Ombudsman for insurances 
If we cannot offer you a satisfactory solution, you can also call upon: 
The Commissariat aux Assurances 7, boulevard Joseph II, L-1840 Luxembourg, GD de Luxembourg, Tel.: (+352) 22 69 
11 - 1,  caa@caa.lu, http://www.caa.lu/.  
 
As well as (for consumers): 

• Service National du Médiateur de la consommation 
Ancien Hôtel de la Monnaie 
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6, rue du Palais de Justice 
L-1841 Luxembourg 
(+352) 46 13 11 
info@mediateurconsommation.lu  
www.mediateurconsommation.lu  

or  
• Médiateur en Assurances  

Association des Compagnies d'Assurances et de Réassurances du Grand-Duché de Luxembourg (ACA),  
12, rue Erasme  
L – 1468 Luxembourg  
(+352) 44 21 44 1  
mediateur@aca.lu  
https://www.ulc.lu/fr/organes/detail.asp?T=2&D=descr&ID=6  

 
Filing a complaint does not affect your right to introduce legal proceedings. 
 
Jurisdiction 
Any dispute between parties will be subject to the exclusive competence of the Luxembourg courts. 
 
2.19. GENERAL EXCLUSION – SANCTIONS 
This policy will not cover any loss, injury, damage or legal liability sustained directly or indirectly by any 
individual or entity identified on any applicable government watch list as a supporter of terrorism, narcotics or 
human trafficking, piracy, proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, organized crime, malicious cyber 
activity, or human rights abuses. 
 
The COMPANY shall not be deemed to provide cover and the COMPANY shall not be liable to pay any claim or 
provide any benefit hereunder to the extent that the provision of such cover, payment of such claim or provision 
of such benefit would expose the COMPANY, its parent COMPANY or its ultimate controlling entity to any sanction, 
prohibition or restriction under United Nations resolutions or the trade or economic sanctions, laws or 
regulations of the European Union, Belgium or United States of America. 
 
 
SECTION A  – CORE PLAN 
 
CHAPTER 3. MEDICAL EXPENSES 
 
3.1. MEDICAL EXPENSE BENEFITS 

This policy shall provide cover: 
- for the actual REASONABLE AND CUSTOMARY MEDICAL EXPENSES incurred by the INSURED PERSON; 
- within the limitations stated in the general conditions and the policy SCHEDULE; 
- for the treatment and services listed below; 
- that directly relate to a covered INJURY or ILLNESS; 
- that have a DATE OF SERVICE during the BENEFIT PERIOD; 
- that are prescribed or executed by a PHYSICIAN and certified MEDICALLY NECESSARY by the attending PHYSICIAN; 
- that are generally accepted and scientifically recognised medical services, excluding any experimental or 

pioneering services; 
 
Insured services in case of: 
3.1.1. HOSPITALIZATION & OUTPATIENT SURGERY: 

3.1.1.1. HOSPITAL accommodation costs in a STANDARD PRIVATE ROOM; 
3.1.1.2. PARENTAL ACCOMMODATION during HOSPITALIZATION of an INSURED PERSON under 18; 
3.1.1.3. Expenses related to the operating room, intensive care, medical imaging, diagnostic and                                                                                                      

laboratory tests, prescribed MEDICINES AND DRUGS, blood and plasma, surgical appliances, rental of 
medical aids. 

3.1.1.4. Fees of PHYSICIANS, including general nursing care. 
 
3.1.2. HOSPITAL Cash: 

3.1.2.1. Benefit per consecutive night for the INSURED PERSON that stays as inpatient for more than 48 hours 
in a HOSPITAL. The benefit is limited to 30 nights per policy year. 

3.1.2.2. The benefit per night according to the dispositions of article 3.1.2.1 will be doubled in case of a 
coma; 
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3.1.3. Outpatient Benefit: 
3.1.3.1. Fees of PHYSICIANS; 
3.1.3.2. Prescribed MEDICINES AND DRUGS that cannot be purchased without prescription; 
3.1.3.3. Medical imaging, diagnostic and laboratory tests, and surgical appliances; 
3.1.3.4. Medical aids 
3.1.3.5. Non-experimental preventive care and examinations; 
3.1.3.6. COMPLEMENTARY MEDICINE. 

 
3.1.4. Local Ambulance: 

3.1.4.1. Local EMERGENCY medical transport. 
 
3.1.5. Private Nursing: 

3.1.5.1. Inpatient in HOSPITAL or nursing home; 
3.1.5.2. Home nursing costs by a REGISTERED NURSE, up to 60 days per policy year; 
3.1.5.3. PALLIATIVE CARE. 

 
3.1.6. Maternity and Childbirth: 
 Expenses covered under the points 3.1.1 to 3.1.5 above that are related to: 

3.1.6.1. Pregnancy, prenatal childbirth and post-natal treatment; 
3.1.6.2. COMPLICATIONS OF PREGNANCY; 
3.1.6.3. CONGENITAL CONDITIONS. 

These benefits are limited to costs resulting from pregnancy and childbirth after a waiting period of 10 months following 
the effective date of the cover for the mother or the father, unless the waiting period was waived by the COMPANY because 
of a PRECEDING POLICY. 
 
3.1.7. Cancer treatment: 
Expenses covered under the points 3.1.1 to 3.1.5 above that are related to cancer inpatient and outpatient treatment, 
including specialist fees, medical imaging, diagnostic and laboratory tests, radiotherapy, chemotherapy and HOSPITAL 
charges. 
 
3.1.8. Organ transplant: 
Expenses covered under the points 3.1.1 to 3.1.5 above that are related to operations, treatments and testing involved 
with the transplantation of organs from a human donor. 
The policy does not cover the costs of acquisition of the organ or expenses incurred by the donor, except for direct costs 
of surgery to remove such organ for transplantation but not to exceed 30% of the total treatment costs. 
 
3.1.9. MENTAL AND BEHAVIOURAL DISORDERS: 
Expenses covered under the points 3.1.1 to 3.1.5 above that are related to the treatments of MENTAL AND BEHAVIOURAL 
DISORDERS. 
The inpatient treatment is limited to MENTAL AND BEHAVIOURAL DISORDERS that begin more than 10 months after THE 
EFFECTIVE DATE of the cover, unless the waiting period was waived by the COMPANY because of a PRECEDING POLICY. 
The outpatient treatment is limited to MENTAL AND BEHAVIOURAL DISORDERS that begin more than 18 months after the 
EFFECTIVE DATE of the cover, unless the waiting period was waived by the COMPANY because of a PRECEDING POLICY. 
 
3.1.10. AIDS/HIV: 
Expenses covered under the points 3.1.1 to 3.1.5 above that are related to the treatment of human immunodeficiency 
virus (“HIV”) related illnesses including acquired immune deficiency syndrome (“AIDS”), AIDS related complex (“ARC”) 
and/or any mutation, derivation, or variation thereof which manifests itself for the first time after the EFFECTIVE DATE of the 
cover. 
 
3.1.11. EMERGENCY dental: 
Expenses covered under the points 3.1.1 to 3.1.5 above that are related to EMERGENCY dental treatment required for 
accidental damage to SOUND NATURAL TEETH. 
 
3.1.12. EMERGENCY vision: 
Expenses covered under the points 3.1.1 to 3.1.5 above that are related to EMERGENCY vision treatment required for 
accidental damage to an eye. 
 
3.2. CLAIMS PROCEDURE 
Contact information: 
The MEDICAL PLAN ADMINISTRATOR 
For AIG Europe Limited 
 
24/365 telephone number:  +32 2 739 99 11 
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Email: expatriatecare@henner.com 
Website: www.henner.com/aig. An ID will be communicated to the INSURED PERSON with the welcome package. 
 
Non-emergency HOSPITALIZATION and OUTPATIENT SURGERY need pre-certification from the MEDICAL PLAN ADMINISTRATOR. 
The MEDICAL PLAN ADMINISTRATOR will guarantee the care of medical expenses to the HOSPITAL. 
 
The INSURED PERSON must pay other expenses to the provider and submit a claim for reimbursement in writing to the 
MEDICAL PLAN ADMINISTRATOR within 90 days of the DATE OF SERVICE. 
 
Claim notification forms can be obtained by contacting the 24/365 telephone number or can be found on the website. The 
claim form must be completed and sent to the MEDICAL PLAN ADMINISTRATOR together with the original documentation, 
invoices and receipts (photocopies or scans are not accepted). 
 
In case the INSURED PERSON can claim from the National Health Service or any other insurance policy, he should first 
request reimbursement from that organization. The INSURED PERSON shall afterwards forward the original settlement 
confirmation from that organization with photocopy of the submitted documentation, invoices and receipts to the MEDICAL 
PLAN ADMINISTRATOR. The MEDICAL PLAN ADMINISTRATOR shall deduct the amounts that are or could have been received from 
that organization. 
 
3.3. MEDICAL SERVICE PROVIDER REFERRAL 
The MEDICAL PLAN ADMINISTRATOR can refer the INSURED PERSON, upon request, to a suitable HOSPITAL. The information can 
be obtained by contacting the 24/365 telephone number or can be found on the website. 
 
While the MEDICAL PLAN ADMINISTRATOR exercises care and diligence in selecting the medical service providers, the 
COMPANY or the MEDICAL PLAN ADMINISTRATOR cannot guarantee and is not responsible for the service obtained from the 
medical service providers. 
 
3.4. EXCLUSIONS 
The COMPANY shall not pay any indemnity when the expenses are caused by or are directly or indirectly 
contributed to by: 

3.4.1. Intentional self-inflicted ., suicide or a suicide attempt; 
3.4.2. WAR in the HOME COUNTRY or HOST COUNTRY or in DISTURBED AREAS; however, the INSURED PERSON will 

continue to be entitled to the benefit for 14 calendar days from the start of the hostilities in case 
he/she is surprised by such events in all countries except those of DISTURBED AREAS; 

3.4.3. Controlling an aircraft as a pilot; 
3.4.4. Performing PROFESSIONAL SPORTS and dives deeper than 18 meters as well as diving accidents 

related to the non-use of a depth gauge (from 5 meters depth) and / or the non-respect of the 
decompression stops; 

3.4.5. INTOXICATION; 
3.4.6. ACCIDENTS occurred during the preparation of or participation in crimes or criminal offences; 
3.4.7. Intent and/or incitement, and/or an intentional reckless act from the INSURED PERSON, the 

POLICYHOLDER or a BENEFICIARY, unless it concerns a justified attempt to save people and/or animals 
and/or goods in danger 

3.4.8. Disabilities while serving in any branch of the military or armed forces of any country, or 
international authority while on duty, or participation in WAR, civil WAR, invasion, insurrection, 
revolution, use of military power, usurpation of government or military power, or participation in 
an actual or attempted riot or any loss directly or indirectly caused by or attributable to any 
criminal or intentional illegal act or the INSURED PERSON or POLICYHOLDER breaking any government 
laws and regulations or any known or suspected terrorist act. 

 
The COMPANY shall not pay any benefit if related to: 
3.4.9. Nutritional and dietary supplements, baby food; 
3.4.10. COSMETIC SURGERY; 
3.4.11. Relieving symptoms caused by ageing, puberty or other natural physiological cause; 
3.4.12. Outpatient treatment of sleep disorders; 
3.4.13. Treatment of weight loss or weight problems; 
3.4.14. MENTAL AND BEHAVIOURAL DISORDERS listed as F10 till F19, F45, F52, F55, F59 or F99 in the 

International Classification of diseases of the World Health Organization; 
3.4.15. Expenses incurred where an INSURED PERSON has not followed the medical advice of the PHYSICIAN; 
3.4.16. Products that can be obtained without a PHYSICIAN’S prescription; 
3.4.17. Any sexual problem including impotence (whatever the cause), sex change or gender 

reassignment; 
3.4.18. Venereal diseases; 
3.4.19. Cure centre, bath centre, spa, health resort and recovery centre, even if the stay is medically 
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prescribed; 
3.4.20. Fertility complications or illness from IVF induced pregnancy, impotence or erectile dysfunction, 

contraception, sterilization, elective caesarean, or termination of pregnancy that is not MEDICALLY 
NECESSARY; 

3.4.21. Dental and Vision Treatment, except the EMERGENCY dental benefit and the EMERGENCY vision 
benefit as mentioned in the articles 3.1.11 and 3.1.12; 

3.4.22. Batteries, electricity, maintenance expenses and recharging of appliances or medical aids 
(including hearing and visual aids); 

3.4.23. Transfer, transport or travel expenses, except those for local EMERGENCY medical transport or after 
prior approval of the ASSISTANCE CENTRE. 

 
 
CHAPTER 4. ASSISTANCE 
 
4.1. GENERAL STIPULATIONS 
The COMPANY guarantees to undertake and use all reasonable means to execute the services specified in this article. The 
INSURED PERSON is obliged to contact the ASSISTANCE CENTRE without delay via the telephone number stated on the insurance 
card and to act in according with its instructions. 
 
If possible, the ASSISTANCE CENTRE will arrange payment of the costs directly in the local currency. 
 
If the ASSISTANCE CENTRE realised the return of the INSURED PERSON at the expense of the COMPANY , the INSURED PERSON 
may be requested to do the necessary to obtain the reimbursement of his/her ticket and to remit this amount to the 
COMPANY. The ASSISTANCE CENTRE may request the INSURED PERSON to use his/her ticket. 
 
The COMPANY is not liable for the flaws, delays or impediments in the execution of its services in the event of a strike, revolt, 
civil unrest, reprisal, restriction of free traffic, sabotage, terrorism and WAR development of heat or radiation resulting from the 
division of atomic nuclear, radioactivity, other unanticipated events or events of force majeure. 
 
Provided prior approval from the COMPANY was obtained, the aforementioned service “assistance and repatriation” may also be 
invoked - in consultation with the ASSISTANCE CENTRE - for uncovered losses: 
In such case, the estimated costs will be paid to the COMPANY / ASSISTANCE CENTRE in total and prior to the aid given. Only on 
receipt of a conclusive proof of payment, the aid service will be started. The final settlement will follow after receipt of the 
settlement from the ASSISTANCE CENTRE. 
 
4.2. MEDICAL ADVICE OVER THE PHONE 
On demand of the INSURED PERSON, the ASSISTANCE CENTRE will arrange for the provision of medical advice in case of 
ILLNESS or INJURY from a REGISTERED NURSE to the INSURED PERSON over the phone. 
 
4.3. SECOND OPINION BENEFIT 
ASSISTANCE CENTRE will help and guide the INSURED PERSON in order to obtain 2 independent reviews of his medical file 
relating to an insured ILLNESS or INJURY. Those second opinions intend to assist the INSURED PERSON and the attending 
PHYSICIAN to decide upon the diagnosis and/or treatment protocols. 
 
The independent reviews will be done by specialists or sub-specialists from the WorldCare consortium ®. The WorldCare 
consortium means the network of hospitals organised by WorldCare Inc., consisting of healthcare specialists and sub-
specialists working in world class medical centres in the United States. 
 
A WorldCare second opinion consists of: 

4.3.1. A written evaluation of the INSURED PERSON’S medical file and supporting diagnostic information by 
appropriate specialists or sub-specialists from the WorldCare consortium; 

4.3.2. In complex cases, two independent second opinions from two separate institutions; 
4.3.3. One follow-up written evaluation, if necessary, of additional reports or questions which are related to the 

initial second opinion request, obtained within 30 days of the first evaluation; 
4.3.4. A written report providing a diagnosis and/or treatment plan; 
4.3.5. A conference call, if needed, between the attending PHYSICIAN and the specialist or sub-specialist from the 

WorldCare consortium to discuss the case. 
 
To obtain the second opinion, the INSURED PERSON or his attending PHYSICIAN should compile a complete, concise and 
recent medical record. The record must be typed in English. The record must at least include: 

4.3.6. Clinical reasons and objectives for the requested review, 
4.3.7. Recent physical examination report; 
4.3.8. Detailed history of present ILLNESS or physical INJURY including signs, symptoms, chronological onset, 

diagnosis, treatment plan, response to treatment and current status of disease; 
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4.3.9. Medical images and pathology samples, when appropriate with original reports, and laboratory results; 
4.3.10. Brief medical history including daily routines, habits, surgeries, list of medications, chronic 

problems, allergies ,and  relevant family history. 
 

The ASSISTANCE CENTRE shall pay for the reasonable costs of preparing the medical report, subject to prior pproval for any 
such costs being obtained from the ASSISTANCE CENTRE. 
 
4.4. COUNTRY GUIDES 
The INSURED PERSON will have access to the country information and alerts provided by the ASSISTANCE CENTRE. 
The country information can be found on the website www.henner.com/aig . 
 
An ID will be communicated to the INSURED PERSON with the welcome package. 
4.5. ASSISTANCE BENEFITS 
The INSURED PERSON is provided with the following assistance services: 
 

4.5.1. Monitoring of Medical Condition 
Upon request, the ASSISTANCE CENTRE monitors the INSURED PERSON’s medical condition during 
HOSPITALIZATION and keeps the RELATIVES informed. The service is subject to the obligations in respect of 
confidentiality and the relevant consent. 

 
4.5.2. EMERGENCY Medical Evacuation and repatriation 

ASSISTANCE CENTRE shall organize and pay for, in accordance with the advice of its MEDICAL CONSULTANTS, in 
case of an insured INJURY or ILLNESS that needs the EMERGENCY medical evacuation of the INSURED PERSON 
to a more suitable and better-equipped local HOSPITAL. Depending on the seriousness of the circumstances, 
the person is transported by air ambulance, a scheduled flight, an ambulance or any other means of 
transport, and if necessary under the supervision of a medical team that has the necessary medical 
equipment at its disposal. The MEDICAL CONSULTANTS of ASSISTANCE CENTRE shall decide, if necessary in 
consultation with the local attending PHYSICIAN, if evacuation is needed, with which mode of transport and to 
what HOSPITAL. 
In case the INSURED PERSON was evacuated outside his HOME or HOST COUNTRY, ASSISTANCE CENTRE shall 
organize and pay for the return of the INSURED PERSON to his HOME or HOST COUNTRY. 
 

4.5.3. Compassionate Visit 
If the medical condition of the INSURED PERSON does not allow repatriation and his HOSPITALIZATION is going 
to last more than 5 consecutive nights, ASSISTANCE CENTRE shall arrange for the visa documents, transport 
and accommodation on site for a requesting RELATIVE. 
Provided prior approval from ASSISTANCE CENTRE, the REASONABLE AND CUSTOMARY EXPENSES for local taxi, 
local public transportation, phone cost and childcare cost will be reimbursed by the COMPANY. 

 
4.5.4. Return of Children 

The ASSISTANCE CENTRE shall organize and pay for the escorted return of an INSURED PERSON who is less 
than 18 years old to the HOME or HOST COUNTRY if the CHILDREN are left unattended as a result of an insured 
ILLNESS or INJURY of the accompanying INSURED PERSON. 

 
4.5.5. Delivery of Essential Medication 

If the INSURED PERSON has no access to medication necessary for a current treatment, or if a prosthesis, 
glasses or contact lenses are lost, broken or stolen and if these are unavailable locally, the ASSISTANCE 
CENTRE shall locate and send them. The COMPANY shall only pay for the forwarding charges. 
In non-emergency cases, ASSISTANCE CENTRE can provide the same service but at the cost of the INSURED 
PERSON. 

 
4.5.6. Assistance in case of Death 

If the INSURED PERSON dies, the ASSISTANCE CENTRE shall organize and pay for the transportation of the 
mortal remains or the ashes, including the cost of the coffin needed for transport, and for transportation of 
the personal belongings of the INSURED PERSON to his HOME COUNTRY. 
The ASSISTANCE CENTRE shall also organize and pay for the flight to the HOME COUNTRY of the insured 
DEPENDANT. 
 

4.5.7. Advice and Referral 
At the request of the INSURED PERSON, the ASSISTANCE CENTRE may recommend an interpreter. 
In case the INSURED PERSON requires legal assistance and at the request of the INSURED PERSON, the 
ASSISTANCE CENTRE may refer him to an embassy, consulate or other organization, including a lawyer who 
speaks the required language, if legal assistance is required. 
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4.6. CLAIMS PROCEDURE 
Contact information: 
ASSISTANCE CENTRE 
for AIG Europe Limited 
 
24/365 Telephone Number:  +32 2 739 99 11 
ASSISTANCE CENTRE operates a telephone emergency service that is staffed 24 hours a day, 365 days a year by 
multilingual assistants who are familiar with the procedures of medical and other assistance. 
 
Medical Staff: 
ASSISTANCE CENTRE has a team of highly qualified MEDICAL CONSULTANTS and REGISTERED NURSES who are available to 
provide advice on the most appropriate assistance and treatment. 
When assistance is required, the following information must always be provided to the ASSISTANCE CENTRE: 

4.6.1. Concerning the INSURED PERSON: 
• The name of the INSURED PERSON; 
• The telephone number on which the INSURED PERSON can be contacted; 
• The address where the INSURED PERSON is staying; 

4.6.2. Concerning the POLICYHOLDER: 
• The name of the POLICYHOLDER; 
• The policy number. 

4.6.3. The nature of the incident. 
4.6.4. If the INSURED PERSON and/or POLICYHOLDER do not comply with one of the obligations stated under 4.6 to the 

detriment of the COMPANY, the COMPANY may claim a reduction of the benefit equivalent to the loss it has 
suffered. 

 
4.7. LIMITATIONS & EXCLUSIONS 
The benefit in case of flights is limited to public transport in economy class, unless the MEDICAL CONSULTANTS of 
the ASSISTANCE CENTRE decide otherwise. 
 
The ASSISTANCE CENTRE / the COMPANY shall not pay any benefit of the chapter 4. ASSISTANCE: 

4.7.1. When one of the events mentioned in articles 3.4.1 to 3.4.8 above has contributed directly or 
indirectly to a claim; 

4.7.2. When the service is not organized by the ASSISTANCE CENTRE or the ASSISTANCE CENTRE did not give 
prior approval; 

4.7.3. When it is a journey with the goal to obtain medical care or medical advice, except in case of a 
medical emergency evacuation; 

4.7.4. For journeys of the INSURED PERSON  against the medical advice of a PHYSICIAN 
4.7.5. Services and/or items excluded under the articles 3.4.9 to 3.4.23 included. 

 
 
CHAPTER 5. POLITICAL EVACUATION 
 
5.1. COVER 
The COMPANY shall cover the evacuation repatriation costs resulting solely and exclusively from the evacuation, up to a 
maximum of EUR 50.000, or another insured amount stated in the policy SCHEDULE, per insurance year for EXPATRIATED 
EMPLOYEE and his DEPENDANTS together. 
 
5.2. Additional conditions 

5.2.1. Evacuation 
The cover is provided for the following unforeseen events, insofar as these take place outside the control of the 
POLICYHOLDER / INSURED PERSON, and which require the immediate evacuation of the INSURED PERSON: 

5.2.1.1. An INSURED PERSON is being expelled or declared as a persona non grata by the authorities of the 
recognised government of a HOST COUNTRY; or 

5.2.1.2. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs or a comparable authority of the HOME COUNTRY or the HOST COUNTRY of 
the POLICYHOLDER recommends an evacuation due to political or military activities in the HOST COUNTRY 
or in which a HOST COUNTRY is involved within 10 days prior to the evacuation. 

5.2.2. Cost of evacuation 
The reasonable and inevitable costs incurred by the POLICYHOLDER or the INSURED PERSON for the evacuation of the 
INSURED PERSON to the nearest safe place and for the repatriation of the INSURED PERSON to his HOME COUNTRY. This 
also includes reasonable transport and accommodation expenses incurred by the POLICYHOLDER and the INSURED 
PERSON during the evacuation for a maximum period of two consecutive days. 
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5.3. Exclusions 
The COMPANY shall not pay evacuation repatriation costs: 

5.3.1. For which the POLICYHOLDER is responsible as a result of its employer's liability or pursuant to 
legislation pertaining to unemployment, social security costs, absenteeism or incapacity for work; 

5.3.2. Resulting from fraudulent, dishonest or criminal acts committed or attempted by the POLICYHOLDER, 
an INSURED PERSON, or an authorised REPRESENTATIVE of one of them, acting on his/her own or in 
conspiracy with others; 

5.3.3. Resulting from: 
5.3.3.1. A violation of the laws of the HOST COUNTRY by the POLICYHOLDER or an INSURED PERSON; 
5.3.3.2. The INSURED PERSON not possessing valid travel documents and/or visa; 
5.3.3.3. Debt, insolvency or bankruptcy, the repossession of assets under a title of ownership or 

retention right, or any other financial cause whatsoever. 
 
5.4. CLAIMS PROCEDURE 
Contact information: 
ASSISTANCE CENTRE 
for AIG Europe Limited 

 
24/365 Telephone Number:  +32 2 739 99 11 
ASSISTANCE CENTRE operates a telephone EMERGENCY service that is staffed 24 hours a day, 365 days a year by 
multilingual assistants who are familiar with the procedures of medical and other assistance. 
 
When assistance is required, the following information must always be provided to ASSISTANCE CENTRE: 

5.4.1. Concerning the INSURED PERSON: 
• The name of the INSURED PERSON, 
• The telephone number on which the INSURED PERSON can be contacted, 
• The address where the INSURED PERSON is staying. 

5.4.2. Concerning the POLICYHOLDER: 
• The name of the POLICYHOLDER, 
• The policy number. 

5.4.3. The nature of the incident. 
5.4.4. If the INSURED PERSON and/or POLICYHOLDER does not comply with one of the obligations stated 

under 5.4 to the detriment of the COMPANY, the COMPANY may claim a reduction of the benefit equivalent to 
the loss it has suffered. 

 
 
CHAPTER 6. THIRD PARTY LIABILITY 
 
6.1. COVER 

6.1.1. The COMPANY will indemnify the INSURED PERSON for all sums which the INSURED PERSON shall become legally 
obligated to pay, due to an INJURY or ILLNESS sustained by any person, including death at any time resulting 
there from, and as a loss due to damage to or destruction of property, including the loss of use thereof. 

 
6.1.2. The COMPANY will also cover the liability of the INSURED PERSONS to pay REASONABLE AND CUSTOMARY 

EXPENSES incurred during one year as from the date of ACCIDENT for necessary medical, surgical and dental 
services, including prosthetic devices, and necessary ambulance, HOSPITAL, professional nursing and 
funeral services, to or for each person who sustains an INJURY or ILLNESS as a result of an ACCIDENT: 
6.1.2.1.  While he/she was on the PREMISES with the permission of an INSURED PERSON; 
6.1.2.2.  While he/she was elsewhere if such INJURY or ILLNESS: 

6.1.2.2.1. Was not caused in the PREMISES, but due to circumstances in connection with the 
PREMISES; 

6.1.2.2.2.  Was caused by the activities of an INSURED PERSON; 
6.1.2.2.3. Was caused by the activities of or is sustained by a RESIDENCE EMPLOYEE, employed 

by an INSURED PERSON; 
6.1.2.2.4.  Is caused by an animal owned by or in the care of the INSURED PERSON. 

 
6.2. DEFENCE SETTLEMENT AND SUPPLEMENTARY PAYMENTS 
With respect to such insurance as is afforded by this policy for liability coverage, the COMPANY shall: 
 

6.2.1  defend any suit against the INSURED PERSON alleging such INJURY, ILLNESS, damage or destruction and 
seeking losses on account thereof, even if such suit is groundless, false or fraudulent; but the COMPANY 
may investigate, negotiate and settle any claim or suit as it deems expedient; 
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6.2.2.  With the respect to the liability of the INSURED PERSON to indemnify the sums which the INSURED PERSON shall 
become legally obligated to pay as damages to the sustained person, the COMPANY shall pay the following 
supplementary payments: 

 
6.2.2.1. Rights to lift a seizure within the limit of the COMPANY liability as listed on the policy SCHEDULE, 

judicial guarantees required in any judicial proceeding in which it is a party as a defendant, but 
without any obligation to request or provide these rights and guarantees ; 

6.2.2.2.   Expenses incurred by the COMPANY, costs the INSURED PERSON is condemned to pay in any 
judicial proceeding and interests accruing after the enforceability of the judgment until the 
COMPANY paid, made a payment proposal or deposited in court the sums ordered  by judgement  
and do not exceed the limit of the COMPANY ’S liability; 

6.2.2.3. Expenses incurred by the INSURED PERSON  in the event of an ACCIDENT causing an INJURY or 
ILLNESS, for immediate medical and surgical relief to a THIRD PARTY, imperative at the time of the 
ACCIDENT; or 

6.2.2.4. All reasonable expenses incurred upon the COMPANY’S request, other than loss of income. Such 
amounts / expenses, except amounts/expenses for settlements as a result of an ACCIDENT or 
judicial proceeding, are payable by the COMPANY beyond the applicable limit of the COMPANY’S 
liability of this policy. 

 
6.3. LIMITS OF COVER 

6.3.1. The sum stated on the policy SCHEDULE is the limit of the COMPANY’S liability for all losses per claim. 
 

6.3.2. The term INSURED PERSON is used severally and not collectively, but the inclusion herein of more than one 
INSURED PERSON shall not increase the limits of the COMPANY ’S liability. The COMPANY ’S total liability under 
third party liability for all losses resulting from any one occurrence shall not be more than the sum insured 
stated on the policy SCHEDULE. This limit is the same regardless of the number of INSURED PERSONS, claims 
made or persons injured. All injuries and material damage resulting from continuous or repeated exposure 
to substantially the same general harmful circumstances shall be considered to be the result of one 
occurrence. 

 
6.3.3. The COMPANY ’S total liability for all medical expenses payable for injuries to a person as a result of one 

ACCIDENT will be limited to the sum insured stated on the policy SCHEDULE. 
 
6.4. CLAIMS PROCEDURE 

6.4.1. When an occurrence takes place, written notice thereof shall be given by or on behalf of the INSURED 
PERSON as soon as possible to: 

AIG Europe Limited 
Claims 
Boulevard de la plaine 11 
B-1050 Brussels, Belgium 
Telephone number: +32 2 739 96 20 
Email: claims.be@aig.com 

 
Such notice shall contain the policy number and the name of the INSURED PERSON, reasonably available 
information regarding the time, place and circumstances of the ACCIDENT or occurrence and names and 
addresses of any claimants and witnesses. At the request of the COMPANY, the INSURED PERSON shall help 
the COMPANY to make settlements, enforce any right of recourse or indemnity against any person or 
organization who may be liable towards an INSURED PERSON, with the conduct of legal proceedings and 
attend hearings and proceedings, and to secure and give evidence and obtain the attendance of witnesses. 

 
6.4.2. If a claim is made or a legal action is brought against the INSURED PERSON, the INSURED PERSON shall 

immediately forward to the COMPANY every demand, notice, summons or other documentary evidence 
received by the INSURED PERSON or his REPRESENTATIVE. 

 
6.4.3. The INSURED PERSON shall not, except at his own cost, voluntarily make any payment, assume any obligation 

or incur any expense other than for such immediate medical and surgical relief to a THIRD PARTY as shall be 
imperative at the time of the ACCIDENT or for salvage costs in the meaning of article 106 of the law of 4 APRIL 
2014 on Insurances. 

 
6.4.4. Any person or organization or the legal REPRESENTATIVE thereof who has become a judgment or written 

agreement shall thereafter be entitled to recover under this policy to the extent of the insurance afforded by 
this policy. Nothing contained in this policy shall give any person or organization any right to join the 
COMPANY as a co-defendant in any action against the INSURED PERSON to determine the INSURED PERSON’s 
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liability. Bankruptcy or insolvency of the INSURED PERSON or of the INSURED PERSON’S estate shall not relieve 
the COMPANY of any of its obligations hereunder. 

 
6.4.5. If the INSURED PERSON and/or POLICYHOLDER does not comply with one of the obligations stated under 6.4 to 

the detriment of the COMPANY, the COMPANY may claim a reduction of the benefit  equivalent to the loss it has 
suffered 

 
6.5. EXCLUSIONS 
The COMPANY shall not pay any indemnity for: 

6.5.1. Damages resulting from extra-contractual liability subject to a mandatory insurance in accordance 
with the law. However, this exclusion does not cover damages caused by INSURED PERSON driving a 
vehicle, a motor or railway vehicle without the legally required age to do so, and their parents or the 
person who has CHILD custody and is keeper of the vehicle is unaware of it, this exclusion also  
does not apply to the liability insurance required by article 6 § 1 of the law of 3 July 2005 on the 
rights of volunteers; 

6.5.2. Damages to the INSURED PERSON or a DEPENDENT even if his responsibility is not engaged; 
6.5.3. Material damages to a RESIDENCE EMPLOYEE even though their liability is not engaged; 
6.5.4. Damages resulting, directly or indirectly, from the modification of atomic nucleus, radioactivity and 

all types of ionising radiation production. 
6.5.5. Damages to moveable and immoveable property and animals that an INSURED PERSON has in its 

custody; 
6.5.6. Damages caused by the building or part of the building which are not occupied by the INSURED 

PERSON as a primary residence, with the exception of the building or part of a building that one of 
the INSURED PERSON as student occupies during their studies outside the primary residence of the 
INSURED PERSON; 

6.5.7. Damages caused by the gardens greater than 1 ha of land whether or not adjacent to the PREMISES ; 
6.5.8. Damages caused by elevators and lifts; 
6.5.9. Property damages caused by fire, explosion or smoke resulting from a fire or a fire originating in or 

transmitted by the building which the INSURED PERSON is the owner, tenant or occupier, with the 
exception of damages occurring during a temporary or occasional basis, or for private or 
professionals purpose in a hotel or similar accommodation; 

6.5.10. Damages to buildings during their construction, reconstruction or alteration; 
6.5.11. Property damages caused by ground movements; 
6.5.12. Damages resulting by the usage of a watercraft which weights more than 200kg or by the usage of a 

watercraft with a motors, when owned by or used by or rented to an INSURED PERSON; 
6.5.13. Damages resulting by the usage of an aircraft, when owned by or used by or rented to an INSURED 

PERSON; 
6.5.14. Damages caused by hunting as well as the game; 
6.5.15. Damages caused by riding horses and non-domestic animals when owned by an INSURED PERSON; 
6.5.16. To any business activities of an INSURED PERSON, other than those which are ordinarily incidental to 

non-business pursuits; nor to claims arising from the rendering, or omission of rendering, of any 
professional services; nor to any act or omission in connection with PREMISES other than as defined 
above, which are owned, rented or controlled by an INSURED PERSON; 

6.5.17. To INJURY, ILLNESS, damage or destruction directly or indirectly arising from, occasioned by, or in 
consequence of: 
a. WAR; 
b. Sexual molestation, corporal punishment or physical or mental abuse; or 
c. Excessive consumption of alcohol, misuse of medication, or use of narcotics, illegal drugs or 

agents; 
6.5.18. Material damage to property owned by the INSURED PERSON. 

 
The COMPANY shall not pay any indemnity when the expenses are caused by or are directly or indirectly 
contributed to by: 

6.5.19. One of the events mentioned under the articles 3.4.1 to 3.4.8 above; 
6.5.20. Learning difficulties or developmental disorders. 

 
 
CHAPTER 7. LEGAL ASSISTANCE 
 
7.1. COVER 

7.1.1. Legal assistance 
The COMPANY shall indemnify the INSURED PERSON for the LEGAL EXPENSES in relation to judicial proceedings 
introduced outside his HOME COUNTRY arising during the BENEFIT PERIOD, up to a maximum of EUR 15.000. 
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For criminal offenses and criminal prosecutions the maximum will be EUR 5.000. There is a DEDUCTIBLE of 
10% with a minimum of EUR 250. 

 
7.1.2. Bail bond 

In the event the INSURED PERSON is placed in or is threatened to be placed in detention outside his HOME 
COUNTRY during the BENEFIT PERIOD, the COMPANY shall advance a bail bond up to a maximum  
of EUR 50.000. The INSURED PERSON shall reimburse this sum within 3 months of the date of payment, or 
immediately upon reimbursement by the authorities if such is before the 3 month term or if the bail bond is 
forfeited by failure to appear in court, unless the latter could not reasonably be expected of the INSURED 
PERSON. 

 
7.2. ADDITIONAL STIPULATIONS 

7.2.1 Where it is necessary to resort to a judicial or administrative proceeding, the INSURED PERSON shall be free 
to choose a lawyer or other person having the qualifications required by the law applicable to the 
proceedings to defend, represent or serve his interests; 

7.2.2 Whenever there is a conflict of interest with the COMPANY, the INSURED PERSON shall be free to choose a 
lawyer or, if preferred, any other person having the qualifications required by the law applicable to the 
proceedings to defend his interests; 

7.2.3 Without prejudice to the possibility of initiating legal proceedings, the INSURED PERSON may consult a lawyer 
of his choice, in case of disagreement with the COMPANY about the arguments to be adopted to settle a 
claim and after notification by the COMPANY of its position or his refusal to accept the INSURED PERSON’S 
arguments; 

7.2.4 If the lawyer confirms the COMPANY’S position, the INSURED PERSON is reimbursed for half of costs and fees of 
the consultation; 

7.2.5 If the INSURED PERSON initiates judicial proceedings at his own expense, against the lawyer’s advice and 
gets a better result than he would have received if he had followed the COMPANY ’S position, the COMPANY, 
which did not want to follow the arguments of the INSURED PERSON, shall provide the benefits and reimburse 
the cost of the consultation which would have incurred by the INSURED PERSON; 

7.2.6 If the consulted lawyer confirms the arguments of the INSURED PERSON, the COMPANY shall provide the 
benefits, including the costs and fees for the consultation, irrespective of the outcome of the proceedings; 

7.2.7 All claims and legal procedures, including any appeal arising from the same event or circumstances, are 
regarded as a single claim; 

7.2.8 If the legal action is successful, any legal costs awarded shall accrue to the COMPANY up to the amount that 
the COMPANY has paid in this respect. 

 
7.3. EXCLUSIONS 
The COMPANY shall not pay any indemnity when the expenses are caused by or was directly or indirectly 
contributed to by: 

7.3.1. One of the event mentioned at articles 3.4.1 to 3.4.8 above; 
7.3.2. Learning difficulties or developmental disorders. 
7.3.3. An intentional crime, an offence against property or an offence against narcotics legislation 

committed by the INSURED PERSON. 
7.3.4. A claim from or against the POLICYHOLDER, the COMPANY, an INSURED PERSON, a DEPENDANT, or any 

organization or any person who is involved in this insurance. 
7.3.5. Business activities, 
7.3.6. Contractual issues, 
7.3.7. Family and succession law issues, 
7.3.8. Liabilities arising out or in relation to mandatory insurances. 

 
 
SECTION B  – OPTIONAL INSURANCE BENEFITS 
 
CHAPTER 8. PERSONAL ACCIDENT PLAN 
 
The option personal accident can only be taken by all the INSURED PERSONS who are covered by the core plan. 
The benefit TEMPORARY DISABILITY can only be taken for the EXPATRIATED EMPLOYEE complementary to the benefits death 
after ACCIDENT and PERMANENT DISABILITY after ACCIDENT. 
 
8.1. DEATH AFTER ACCIDENT 
If the INSURED PERSON dies within a two-year period following the insured ACCIDENT as the direct and sole consequence of 
that ACCIDENT, the amount stipulated in the policy SCHEDULE shall be transferred to the BENEFICIARY/BENEFICIARIES. 
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If the COMPANY has good reason to assume that an insured incident has occurred, after a period of at least six months 
after the ACCIDENT has elapsed, and has investigated all available evidence and justifications, the disappearance of the 
INSURED PERSON shall be considered a covered event under the current policy. If it is found after this payment that the 
INSURED PERSON is still alive, then all amounts paid by the COMPANY for settlement of the aforementioned claim shall be 
refunded to the COMPANY by the POLICYHOLDER and/or the INSURED PERSON and/or the BENEFICIARY/BENEFICIARIES. 
 
The sum insured for the death after ACCIDENT of an INSURED PERSON of more than 5 years and less than 18 years is limited 
to EUR 15.000. For the INSURED PERSON aged less than 5 years, the COMPANY’S intervention is limited to the 
reimbursement of the funeral cost with a maximum of EUR 15.000. 
 
8.2. PERMANENT DISABILITY AFTER ACCIDENT 
In the event of PERMANENT DISABILITY as a result of an insured ACCIDENT during the BENEFIT PERIOD, the COMPANY shall pay 
the face amount based on the amount stipulated in the policy SCHEDULE, multiplied by the degree of disability in 
accordance with the percentages of the sum insured applicable to PERMANENT DISABILITY as set out below. The disability 
can never exceed 100%. 
 
The degree of PERMANENT DISABILITY is assessed as soon as it has reasonably been concluded that the condition of the 
INSURED PERSON is not likely to improve or deteriorate, but not later than two years after the ACCIDENT. 
 
In the event that the INSURED PERSON dies before the percentage has been determined, the COMPANY is not obliged to pay 
any PERMANENT DISABILITY benefit. However, if the INSURED PERSON dies more than 6 months after the ACCIDENT but not as a 
result of the ACCIDENT, the COMPANY shall pay the amount that it would reasonably have expected to pay out for 
PERMANENT DISABILITY had the INSURED PERSON not died. 
 
In order to determine the percentage of disability, the following disability scale is used: 
 

Permanent complete loss or permanent total 
disability of: 

Percentage of disability: 

• at least one limb 100% 
• loss of eyesight 100% 
• total paralysis 100% 
• incurable major brain damage 100% 
• loss of speech 100% 
• hearing in both ears 100% 
• hearing in one ear 25% 
• sense of touch or smell 10% 
• a thumb 30% 
• an index finger 20% 
• other finger 10% 
• a big toe 15% 
• other toe 5% 
• spleen 5% 
• kidney 20% 
• a shoulder or an elbow 25% 
• a wrist, hip, knee or ankle 20% 
• lower jaw as a result of surgical treatment 30% 
• the back or spine below the neck without 

damage to the spinal cord 
40% 

• the neck or neck vertebrae without damage to 
the spinal cord 

30% 
 

 
In the event of partial permanent loss or partial PERMANENT DISABILITY, a proportionate part of the percentage stated for 
complete loss or total disability is paid out pro rata to the seriousness of such loss or disability. 
If a claim is payable for loss of or disability of a whole part of the body, a claim for any component of that part cannot also 
be made. 
In the event of disability of several limbs or organs as a result of one or more ACCIDENTS, payment shall never exceed 
100% of the sum insured for total PERMANENT DISABILITY. 
When determining the percentage, any PERMANENT DISABILITY existing prior to the ACCIDENT is deducted from this 
percentage. 
In the event of loss or disability of any body parts, organs, etc. not listed above, the percentage is based on the general 
scale used in the medical sector, in which case the INSURED PERSON can also opt for the following: 

a. his employment must not be taken into account; 
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b. his employment and the activities he customarily performed prior to the ACCIDENT must be taken into account; 
considering also any suitable employment that may in all reasonableness be required of him regarding his 
disabilities, strengths, capabilities, education and social position. 

 
8.3. TEMPORARY DISABILITY 
In the event of TEMPORARY DISABILITY, with a loss of earnings of at least 25%, as a result of an insured ACCIDENT or ILLNESS 
during the BENEFIT PERIOD, the COMPANY shall pay out the weekly sum insured as mentioned on the policy SCHEDULE. 
The weekly sum insured will be payable for every full week after the DEFERMENT PERIOD as mentioned on the policy SCHEDULE, 
until the INSURED PERSON can resume his usual and paid professional occupation, until the degree of PERMANENT DISABILITY is 
assessed, or until the number of weeks mentioned on the policy SCHEDULE is passed, whichever occurs first. 
In case the INSURED PERSON relapses within a period of 3 months because of the same ACCIDENT, the period of TEMPORARY 
DISABILITY will be considered as a continuation of the previous period and no new DEFERMENT PERIOD will be applied. 
The benefit shall not be payable if the INSURED PERSON has no usual and paid professional occupation or if the TEMPORARY 
DISABILITY has no impact on the remuneration.  
 

8.3.1  End of Payments  
• When the degree of incapacity is less than 25%;  
• On the death of the INSURED PERSON;  
• At the end of the period of indemnification mentioned in the policy SCHEDULE  

 
8.4. ADDITIONAL BENEFITS 
An additional benefit is paid in the following cases: 

8.4.1 PARAPLEGIA & QUADRIPLEGIA 
In the event of PARAPLEGIA or QUADRIPLEGIA, the following benefit is added to the benefit for PERMANENT DISABILITY: 
• PARAPLEGIA: EUR 25.000 
• QUADRIPLEGIA: EUR 50.000 
•  
8.4.2 Dependant Children 
The insured amount for death after ACCIDENT shall be increased by EUR 5.000 per CHILD of the deceased INSURED 
PERSON. 
 
8.4.3 Retraining Costs 
Upon the LOSS OF LIMBS or a permanent and total loss of eyesight to one or both eyes as the result of an insured 
ACCIDENT, the COMPANY shall indemnify the POLICYHOLDER for reasonable expenses incurred in connection with the 
retraining of the INSURED PERSON, up to a maximum of EUR 5.000. 

 
8.4.4 Replacement Costs 
If an INSURED PERSON dies as the result of an insured ACCIDENT, the COMPANY shall indemnify the POLICYHOLDER for 
the recruitment costs reasonably incurred in order to replace the INSURED PERSON, up to a maximum of EUR 5.000. 
 
 
8.4.5 Personal Belongings 
If an insured ACCIDENT results in immediate HOSPITALIZATION, the COMPANY shall pay for damage to and the cost of lost, 
damaged or stolen personal belongings as a direct result of the ACCIDENT, up to a maximum of EUR 5.000. 
 
8.4.6 Seatbelt 
If an INSURED PERSON dies as the result of an insured traffic ACCIDENT and the INSURED PERSON was wearing his/her 
safety belt according to the law, the insured amount for death after ACCIDENT shall be increased by 10%, up to a 
maximum of EUR 10.000 per INSURED PERSON. 

 
A report by the competent authorities or a medical report shall serve as evidence. 

 
8.4.7 Life Saver 

If a THIRD-PARTY has suffered accidental PHYSICAL INJURY in an attempt to save the life of an INSURED PERSON, 
and such INJURY results in death or PERMANENT DISABILITY within two years after the ACCIDENT, solely and 
independently from any other cause, the COMPANY shall pay the THIRD-PARTY or his/her 
BENEFICIARY/BENEFICIARIES compensation. 
 
In the case of death of the THIRD-PARTY, this compensation shall amount to a sum equal to his/her annual 
salary, limited to EUR 25.000. In the case of PERMANENT DISABILITY, the THIRD-PARTY shall be paid a sum 
equal to his/her annual salary, multiplied by the degree of disability in accordance with the percentages as 
defined at the article 8.3, without exceeding a 100% degree of disability, up to a maximum of EUR 25.000. 
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If the rescue activities are part of the professional activities of the THIRD-PARTY, the live-saver bonus shall 
not be paid. 

 
8.4.8 Home / Private Car Modifications 

If an INSURED PERSON suffers from PERMANENT DISABILITY as the result of an insured ACCIDENT, pursuant to 
which adaptations to his/her home or modifications to his/her private car are necessary for his/her daily 
activities, the COMPANY shall pay a one-time compensation equal to 80% of the costs incurred for such 
adaptations, up to a maximum of EUR 5.000. 
Adaptations shall be approved in writing in advance by the COMPANY after consultation with the attending 
PHYSICIAN. 
 

8.5. EXCLUSIONS APPLICABLE TO THE BENEFITS DESCRIBED IN ARTICLES 8.1 TO 8.2 INCLUDED 
The COMPANY shall not pay any indemnity when the expenses are caused by or are/were directly or 
indirectly contributed to by: 
8.5.1 One of the events mentioned in articles 3.4.1 to 3.4.8 above; 
8.5.2 ILLNESS (except when this is a result of an ACCIDENT); 
8.5.3  Learning difficulties or developmental disorders. 

 
8.6. EXCLUSIONS APPLICABLE TO THE BENEFITS DESCRIBED IN ARTICLE 8.3 (TEMPORARY DISABILITY) 

The COMPANY shall not pay any indemnity when the expenses are caused by or are/were directly or 
indirectly contributed to by: 
8.6.1.  One of the events mentioned in articles 3.4.1 to 3.4.8 above; 
8.6.2. Psychological and/or psychosomatic or mental disturbances; 
8.6.3. Those arising from the infirmity or poor state of health of the INSURED PERSON which already existed 

at the time of the insurance coming into effect or at the time of the contractual benefits being 
increased, and which are of such a nature that the COMPANY would not have concluded the policy 
under the same conditions if it had known about them; 

8.6.4 Those resulting from pregnancy or childbirth, up to three months inclusive after the delivery. 
 
 
CHAPTER 9. DENTAL & VISION CARE 
 
The option dental & vision care can only be taken by all the INSURED PERSONS who are covered by the core plan. 
 
9.1. DENTAL CARE 
This policy shall provide cover: 

• Within the limitations stated in the policy and the policy SCHEDULE; 
• Based on REASONABLE AND CUSTOMARY MEDICAL EXPENSES 
• For the services listed below; 
• That are prescribed and certified MEDICALLY NECESSARY by a DENTIST or dental PHYSICIAN; 
• That are general accepted and scientifically recognized medical services, excluding any experimental or 

pioneering services; 
• that have a DATE OF SERVICE during the BENEFIT PERIOD. 

 
The insured services, within sums insured as listed on the policy SCHEDULE are: 

• ROUTINE DENTAL TREATMENT; 
• MAJOR RESTORATIVE DENTAL TREATMENT; 
• DENTAL PROSTHESIS; 
• Orthodontic treatment. 

 
The reimbursement of the expenses is reduced or refused to the extent that the INSURED PERSONS teeth are deemed by a 
DENTIST or dental PHYSICIAN to be in a considerably worse condition than the teeth of persons of the same age who have 
at least annual dental checks and receive the recommended dental treatment, or if the cause of the worse condition of the 
INSURED PERSONS teeth is prior to the BENEFIT PERIOD. 
 
Indemnity for MAJOR RESTORATIVE DENTAL TREATMENT, DENTAL PROSTHESIS and orthodontic treatment is limited to treatments 
that begin more than 6 months after the EFFECTIVE DATE of the cover for the INSURED PERSON, unless the waiting period 
was waived by the COMPANY because of a PRECEDING POLICY. 
Orthodontic treatment is only covered if started before age 16. 
 
9.2. VISION CARE 
This policy shall provide cover: 
• Within the limitations stated in the policy and the policy SCHEDULE; 
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• Based on REASONABLE AND CUSTOMARY MEDICAL EXPENSES 
• For the services listed below; 
• That are prescribed and certified MEDICALLY NECESSARY by a ophthalmic PHYSICIAN; 
• That are generally accepted and scientifically recognized medical services, excluding any experimental or pioneering 

services; 
• That have a DATE OF SERVICE during the BENEFIT PERIOD. 
 
The insured services, within sums insured as listed on the policy SCHEDULE are: 
• VISION TREATMENT; 
• EYE SURGERY; 
• OPTICAL DEVICES. 
 
9.3. CLAIMS PROCEDURE 
As described in article 3.2 above. 
 
9.4. EXCLUSIONS 
The COMPANY shall not pay any indemnity when the expenses are caused by or are/were directly or indirectly 
contributed to by: 

 
9.5.1. one of the events mentioned in articles 3.4.1 to 3.4.8 above; 
9.5.2. Learning difficulties or developmental disorders. 

 
 
CHAPTER 10. PERSONAL PROPERTY 
 
The optional personal property can only be taken by all the INSURED PERSONS who are covered by the core plan. 
 
10.1. COVER 
Personal property (including, but not limited to, personal effects, household furniture and household goods other than the 
PREMISES (real estate/buildings) owned or used by an INSURED PERSON, is insured against risk of direct loss caused by a 
peril listed below, when it is located on the PREMISES: 
 

10.1.1. Fire and/or lightning. 
10.1.2. Windstorm or hail. This peril does not include loss to the property contained in a building caused by rain, 

snow, sleet, sand or dust unless the direct force of wind or hail damages the building causing an opening 
in a roof or wall and the rain, snow, sleet, sand or dust enters through this opening. This peril includes 
loss to watercraft and their trailers, furnishings, equipment, and outboard engines or motors, only while 
inside a fully enclosed building. 

10.1.3. Explosion. 
10.1.4. Aircraft, including self-propelled missiles and spacecraft. 
10.1.5. Vehicles. 
10.1.6. Smoke, meaning sudden and accidental damage from smoke. This peril does not include loss caused by 

smoke from agricultural smudging or industrial operations. 
10.1.7. Vandalism or malicious mischief. 
10.1.8. Theft, including attempted theft from a known place. This peril does not include loss caused by theft or 

attempted theft when the theft is: 
10.1.8.1. Committed by an INSURED PERSON; 
10.1.8.2. Loss of property when it is unlikely that the property has been stolen; 
10.1.8.3. From that part of an PREMISE rented by an INSURED PERSON to other than an INSURED PERSON; 
10.1.8.4. Theft in or to a dwelling under construction including materials and supplies for use in the 

construction; or 
10.1.8.5. Theft of personal property from a motor vehicle or other motorized land conveyance. 

10.1.9. Falling objects. This peril does not include loss to property contained in a building unless the roof or an 
outside wall of the building is first damaged by a falling object. Damage to the falling object itself is not 
included. 

10.1.10. Weight of ice, snow or sleet which causes damage to property contained in a building. 
10.1.11. Accidental discharge of water or steam from within a plumbing, heating, air condition or automatic fire 

protective sprinkler system or from within a household appliance. 
10.1.12. Sudden and accidental tearing apart, cracking, burning or bulging of a steam or hot water heating system, 

an air conditioning or automatic fire protective sprinkler system or an appliance for heating water. 
10.1.13. Freezing of a plumbing, heating, air conditioning or automatic fire protective sprinkler system or of a 

household appliance. This peril does not include loss on the PREMISES while the dwelling is unoccupied, 
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unless you have used reasonable care to maintain heat in the building, or shut off the water supply and 
drain the system and appliances of water. 

10.1.14. Sudden and accidental damage from artificially generated electrical current. This peril does not include 
loss to a tube, transistor or similar electronic component. 

 
10.2. VALUABLES 
Unless otherwise specified on the policy SCHEDULE, the COMPANY’S liability for loss of the following types of property is 
limited to: 
 

10.2.1. EUR 300 per occurrence on cash, currency, money, bullion, numismatic property and bank notes. If a 
loss which is covered under the terms and conditions of this policy consists only in the loss of money, 
then the deductible specified in the policy SCHEDULE does not apply. 

10.2.2. EUR 450 per occurrence on manuscripts, securities, accounts, bills, deeds, evidences of debt, letters of 
credit, notes other than bank notes, passports, railroad and other travel tickets or stamps; 

10.2.3. EUR 1.000 per occurrence for theft of stereo equipment. Stereo equipment includes accessories, 
antennas, tapes, wires, records, discs or other media for use with any electronic stereo equipment. 

10.2.4. EUR 1.000 per occurrence on coin and philatelic collections, with a limit of EUR 150 for any one stamp, 
coin or individual article or any one pair, strip, block, series sheet, cover, frame or card. 

 
10.2.5. EUR 1.500 per occurrence for theft of jewellery, watches, furs, fine arts, antiques, golfers equipment, 

cameras and computer hardware; 
 
10.3. LOSS SETTLEMENT 

10.3.1. The limit of the COMPANY’S liability for loss shall not exceed the replacement cost of the property at the 
time of the loss, up to the limits shown on the policy SCHEDULE. 
 

10.3.2. Any loss to any property listed below will be settled at actual cash value at the time of loss but not 
exceeding the amount necessary to repair or replace: 
10.3.2.1. Coin and philatelic collections, antiques, fine arts, paintings, statuary and similar articles which 

by their inherent nature can not be replaced with new articles; 
10.3.2.2. Articles whose age or history contributes substantiality to their value. This includes but is not 

limited to memorabilia, souvenirs and collectors items; 
10.3.2.3. Property which is obsolete or unusable for the purpose for which it was originally intended 

because of its age or condition; 
10.3.2.4. Watercraft, including their trailers, furnishings, equipment and outboard motors when this class 

of property is covered on the conditions of its location on the PREMISES; 
10.3.2.5. Personal items which are separately described and specifically insured in this or other 

insurance. 
 

10.3.3. Other property: 
10.3.3.1. The COMPANY will pay no more than the least of the following amounts: 

• Replacement cost at the time of loss without deduction for depreciation; 
• The full cost of repair at the time of loss; or 
• The specific limit of liability stated in the policy SCHEDULE in case of loss, if any. 

10.3.3.2. When replacement cost for the entire loss under this coverage is more than EUR 1.500, the 
COMPANY will not pay more than actual cash value of the damage until repair or replacement is 
completed; 

10.3.3.3. The INSURED PERSON may make a claim under this coverage for loss or damage on an actual 
cash value basis and then make a claim within 180 days after the loss for any additional cost 
on a replacement cost basis with the condition of proper and complete documentary 
substantiation and confirmation of such claims. 

 
10.3.4. The COMPANY may pay for the loss in money or may repair or replace the property and may settle any claim 

for loss of property either with the INSURED PERSON or the owner thereof with the condition that the claimant 
has a property interest in this property and (or) other foundations for making the claim. Any property so paid 
for or replaced will become the property of the COMPANY. The INSURED PERSON, BENEFICIARY or the COMPANY, 
upon recovery of any such property, will give notice thereof as soon as practicable to the other and the 
INSURED PERSON OR BENEFICIARY will be entitled to the property upon reimbursing the COMPANY for the 
amount paid or the cost of 
replacement. Any loss there under will not reduce the amount of insurance afforded under the policy. 
Application of the insurance to property of more than one person shall not operate to increase the 
COMPANY’s liability. 
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10.4. CLAIMS PROCEDURE 
10.4.1. Upon knowledge of loss, the INSURED PERSON or BENEFICIARY shall give notice thereof as soon as possible 

to: 
AIG Europe Limited 
Claims 
Boulevard de la Plaine 11 
B-1050 Brussels 
Belgium 
Telephone number: +32 2 739 96 20 
Email: claims.be@aig.com 

 
In case of loss by burglary, robbery, theft or larceny, the INSURED PERSON or BENEFICIARY must notify the 
police or other official authorities having jurisdiction, and in case of theft of a credit card or fund transfer 
card, notify the credit card or fund transfer card company. The INSURED PERSON or BENEFICIARY must also 
protect the remaining property from further damage, prepare an inventory of damaged personal property 
showing the quantity, description, actual cash value and amount of loss, and attach all bills, receipts and 
related documents that justify the figures in the inventory. 
 
As often as the COMPANY reasonably require, the INSURED PERSON or BENEFICIARY must show the damaged 
property, provide the COMPANY with records and documents requested and permit the COMPANY to make 
copies. 
 
The INSURED PERSON or BENEFICIARY must send to the COMPANY, as soon as possible after the request, a 
signed, sworn proof of loss which sets forth, to the best of the INSURED PERSON’S or BENEFICIARY’S 
knowledge and belief, the time and cause of loss, the interest of the INSURED PERSON or BENEFICIARY and 
all others in the property involved and all liens on the property, other insurance which may cover the loss, 
changes in title or occupancy of the property during the term of the policy, the inventory of damaged 
personal property or receipts for additional living expenses incurred and records that supports the fair 
rental value loss and evidence. 

 
10.4.2. The INSURED PERSON or BENEFICIARY shall file proof of loss with the COMPANY at the above address as soon 

as practicable after the discovery of loss. Upon the COMPANY ’S request, the INSURED PERSON or 
BENEFICIARY shall submit (and, so far as is within his or her power, shall cause all other persons interested 
in the property and household members and employees to submit), to examination by the COMPANY, sign 
a sworn statement referring to the loss, and produce for the COMPANY ’S examination all pertinent records 
at such reasonable times and places the COMPANY may designate, and shall cooperate with the COMPANY  
in all matters pertaining to the loss. 

 
10.4.3. In case of loss, it shall not only be lawful but also necessary for the INSURED PERSON or BENEFICIARY, or THE 

INSURED PERSON’S or BENEFICIARY’S REPRESENTATIVES, to sue, labor, and travel for the defense, safeguard 
and recovery of the property insured, without prejudice to this insurance. The COMPANY will contribute to 
the expenses for such efforts in the proportion which the limit of liability applicable in the policy bears to 
the total value of the property. 

 
10.4.4. If the INSURED PERSON and/or POLICYHOLDER does not comply with one of the obligations stated under 

10.4.1 to 10.4.3 to the detriment of the COMPANY, the COMPANY may claim a reduction of the benefit 
equivalent to the loss it has suffered. 

 
10.4.5. Each claim for loss shall be adjusted separately and from the amount of each loss, when determined, the 

DEDUCTIBLE amount stated in the policy SCHEDULE shall be subtracted. All 
adjusted claims shall be paid or made good to BENEFICIARY as soon as possible after the presentation and 
acceptance of satisfactory proof of interest and loss to the COMPANY at the address shown above. No loss 
shall be paid hereunder if the INSURED PERSON or BENEFICIARY has collected the same from others. 

 
10.4.6. This insurance shall not accrue directly or indirectly to the benefit of any carrier or bailee. 

 
10.4.7. If a loss covered by this policy is also covered by other insurance, the COMPANY will pay only the 

proportion of the loss that the limit of liability that applies under the policy bears to the total amount of 
insurance covering the loss. 

 
10.4.8. The proceeding should be instituted within the prescription period settled by the legislation of the local law 

or within three years from the date of loss if other legislation is applicable to the policy. 
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10.5. EXCLUSIONS 
10.5.1. Property not covered: 

10.5.1.1. Summer cottages, buildings under construction, buildings used for commercial 
purposes, living accommodations in tenement house, their constructive elements 
(together or separately); 

10.5.1.2. Animals, automobiles, motorcycles, aircraft, boats or other vehicles, or their equipment 
or furnishings except when the equipment or furnishings are removed from the vehicles 
and actually located on the PREMISES of the INSURED PERSON; 

10.5.1.3. The property of any INSURED PERSON while he is engaged in any form of professional 
entertainment, or property relating to a business, profession or occupation of an 
INSURED PERSON; 

10.5.1.4. The property while aboard any overseas vessel or during loading or unloading there 
from except such property which accompanies an INSURED PERSON as person BAGGAGE; 

10.5.1.5. The property ordinarily located throughout the year at a residence(s) other than the 
PREMISES of the INSURED PERSON; 

10.5.1.6. The property on exhibition at fairgrounds or on the premises of any national or 
international exposition; 

 
10.5.2. Risks not covered: 

10.5.2.1. To the marring or scratching of any property or breakage of eyeglasses, glassware, 
statuary, marble, bric-a-brac, porcelains and similar fragile articles unless such marring, 
scratching or breakage is caused by theft, burglary or robbery or attempt thereat, 
vandalism, malicious mischief, fire, lightning, windstorms, cyclone, tornado, hurricane, 
explosion, falling aircraft, riot, strike, collapse of building or ACCIDENT to transporting 
vehicle other than an overseas vessel. The exclusion of breakage does not, however, 
apply to jewellery, watches, bronzes, photographic equipment or binoculars; 

10.5.2.2. To mechanical breakdown; against loss or damage to electrical apparatus caused by 
electrical breakdown other than lightning, unless fire results and then only for loss or 
damage by such resultant fire; 

10.5.2.3. Against loss or damage occasioned by or through or in consequence, directly or 
indirectly, of the following occurrences: 
• WAR or the act of any person acting on behalf of, or in connection with, any 

organization with activities directed toward the overthrow by force of any 
government, dejure of defacto, or to the influencing of it by terrorism or violence; 
or 

• Risks of contraband or illegal transportation or trade, seizure or destruction under 
quarantine or customs regulations, confiscation by order of any government or 
public authority. 

10.5.2.4. For loss caused directly or indirectly by any of the following. Such loss is excluded 
regardless of any other cause or event contributing concurrently or in any sequence to 
the loss. 
• Ordinance or law, meaning enforcement of any ordinance or law regulating the 

construction, repair, or demolition of a building or other structure. 
• Water damage, meaning: 
• Water below the surface of the ground, including water which exerts pressure on 

or seeps or leaks through a building sidewalk, driveway, foundation, swimming 
pool or other structure. 

• Direct loss by fire, explosion of theft resulting from water damage is covered; 
• Power failure, meaning the failure of power or other utility service if the failure 

takes place off the PREMISES. But if an insured peril ensues on the PREMISES, only 
that ensuing loss will be paid; 

• Intentional loss, meaning any loss arising out of any act committed by or at the 
direction of an INSURED PERSON or BENEFICIARY, and with the intent to cause a loss. 

10.5.2.5. Personal property is not insured for loss caused by any of the following. However, any 
ensuing loss to personal property which is not excluded or excepted in this policy is 
covered: 
• Weather conditions. However, this exclusion only applies if weather conditions 

contribute in any way with a cause or event excluded above to produce the loss. 
• Acts or decisions, including the failure to act or decide, of any person, group, 

organization or governmental body; 
• Faulty, inadequate or defective: 
 Planning, zoning, development, surveying, siting; 
 Design, specifications, workmanship, repair, construction, renovation, 

remodelling, grading, compaction; 
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 Materials used in repair, construction, renovation or remodelling; or 
 Maintenance, of part or all of any property. 

10.5.3. The COMPANY shall not pay any indemnity when the expenses are caused by or was directly or 
indirectly contributed to by one of the event mentioned at articles 3.4.1 to 3.4.8 above. 

 
 
CHAPTER 11. TRAVEL 
 
The option travel insurance can be taken by all the INSURED PERSONS who are covered by the core plan. This benefit 
covers the INSURED PERSON during a TRAVEL within the BENEFIT PERIOD and within the limitations described in this policy, as 
well as during the journey to and from the destination. 
 
11.1. TRAVEL ASSISTANCE 

11.1.1. Cover 
11.1.1.1. Search and Rescue 

If the INSURED PERSON is immobilised as a result of INJURY or ILLNESS, the COMPANY shall cover 
the documented rescue and/or tracing costs by official civilian and police rescue teams, up to a 
maximum of EUR 15.000. 

 
11.1.1.2 EMERGENCY return 

In the case of unforeseen HOSPITALIZATION of a RELATIVE for more than 48 hours, or in the event 
of the death of a RELATIVE, the ASSISTANCE CENTRE shall organise and pay for the round trip 
ticket of the INSURED PERSON by means of an economy-class airline ticket or a first-class train 
ticket. 
In the case of significant MATERIAL DAMAGE to immoveable property where the INSURED PERSON 
in the HOST COUNTRY lived or to immoveable property owned by the INSURED PERSON as a result 
of fire, forces of nature or malicious intent by THIRD-PARTIES, the ASSISTANCE CENTRE shall 
organise and pay for the round trip ticket of the INSURED PERSON by means of an economy-class 
airline ticket or a first-class train ticket. 
 

11.1.1.3 Travel Advice 
At the request of the INSURED PERSON, the ASSISTANCE CENTRE shall provide useful and relevant 
information in preparation of a TRAVEL, including bank and currency regulations, information 
about obtaining a visa, health regulations and reciprocal agreements 
 

11.1.1.4 Additional services 
At the request of the INSURED PERSON, in an EMERGENCY situation the ASSISTANCE CENTRE shall 
take care of; 
11.1.1.4.1. forwarding messages to RELATIVES; 
11.1.1.4.2. help with the replacement of lost or stolen vouchers, passports, visa and travel 

documents; 
11.1.1.4.3. help with the tracing of lost BAGGAGE; 
11.1.1.4.4.   help with the replacement of lost or stolen CASH AND VALUABLE DOCUMENTS. All cash 

advances shall either be deducted from future payments made under this policy, 
or be subsequently reimbursed to the COMPANY by the INSURED PERSON. 

 
11.1.1.5 Unforeseen delay 

If the INSURED PERSON has suffered an unforeseen delay on the way to the point of departure at 
the start or during the TRAVEL, the ASSISTANCE CENTRE shall keep in contact with the carrier, 
provide advice, and if necessary, make arrangements for the continuation of the TRAVEL. 
 

11.1.2. Assistance Procedure 
As described in article 4.6 above. 

 
11.1.3. Limitations & Exclusions 

As described in article 4.7 above. 
 
11.2. BAGGAGE 

11.2.1. Cover 
The COMPANY shall indemnify the INSURED PERSON to a maximum of EUR 500 by INSURED PERSON and by 
TRAVEL: 
11.2.1.1. As a consequence of a ROBBERY, his/her BAGGAGE is stolen, and clearly established signs of 

burglary are present, from a locked and closed house or room; 
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11.2.1.2.  As a consequence of a ROBBERY, his/her BAGGAGE is stolen, and clearly established marks of 
burglary are present from a locked and closed vehicle, insofar as the BAGGAGE was not visible 
from the outside; 

11.2.1.3.   As a consequence of a ROBBERY of a BAGGAGE that the INSURED PERSON carries or has under its 
watch; 

11.2.1.4. BAGGAGE entrusted to and registered by a carrier - within the framework of a shipping contract - 
is lost, damaged or stolen after a ROBBERY, after exhaustion of the contractual compensation 
due by the carrier; 

11.2.1.5. BAGGAGE is lost, damaged or stolen after a robbery as a result of a medical urgency transport 
of the INSURED PERSON after an insured ACCIDENT or ILLNESS; 

11.2.1.6.   BAGGAGE IS LOST, DAMAGED OR STOLEN AFTER A ROBBERY CAUSED BY OR AS A RESULT OF A TRAFFIC 
ACCIDENT; 

 11.2.1.7. BAGGAGE is lost, damaged or stolen after a ROBBERY caused by or as a result of a natural 
disaster. 

11.2.1.8.   After a LARCENY. In that case, the COMPANY  shall indemnify the INSURED PERSON to a maximum 
of EUR 2.500 by INSURED PERSON and by TRAVEL 

 
11.2.2. Extensions 

 11.2.2.1. Temporary unavailability of BAGGAGE 
If, within the framework of a shipping contract the BAGGAGE of the INSURED PERSON entrusted to 
a carrier has been temporarily lost for more than four hours during the outward or onward 
journeys of the TRAVEL, the COMPANY shall reimburse up to the maximum EUR 1.500 towards 
the cost of buying essential and reasonable replacement items. 
Indemnities paid for temporary unavailability of BAGGAGE cannot be combined with the 
reimbursement obtained in application of article 11.2.1 and 11.2.2.3. 
 

11.2.2.2.   Loss or Damage of Travel Documents 
If during a TRAVEL, the passport, visa, money, tickets or other essential travel documents of the 
INSURED PERSON are lost, damaged or stolen, the COMPANY shall pay any reasonable and 
essential extra travelling and accommodation costs that the INSURED PERSON incurs to replace 
such documents up to a maximum of EUR 2.500 per INSURED PERSON. 
 

11.2.2.3 Foreign currencies, travellers cheques and fraudulent use of bank cards 
The COMPANY shall cover financial losses to a maximum of EUR 1.500 
11.2.2.3.1 As a result of the theft of foreign currencies and travellers cheques specifically 

purchased for the TRAVEL. Cover shall be granted from the time of purchase or at 
most 120 hours prior to departure of the TRAVEL, until the cheques are deposited 
or cashed or 120 hours after the end of the TRAVEL at the latest. 

11.2.2.3.2.  Or as a result of the fraudulent use of bank cards, during a TRAVEL. 
This cover is in addition to and after deduction of the compensation offered by the 
financial institution issuing the card. 
This cover shall only be granted if the INSURED PERSON has complied with all terms 
and conditions under which this card was issued or when the insured event does 
not result from non-compliance with the terms and conditions of this policy. 

 
11.2.3. Additional Conditions 

11.2.3.1. Insured amounts 
The insured amounts shall be limited to: 
11.2.3.1.1 EUR 2.500 for BUSINESS EQUIPMENT; 
11.2.3.1.2 EUR 1.500 for stolen CASH AND VALUABLE DOCUMENTS 

  
For all other objects of which the replacement value amounts to more than EUR 2.500, the 
POLICYHOLDER or INSURED PERSON shall bear the first 25% of any amount in excess of EUR 
2.500 at their own expense. 

 
For each loss, the DEDUCTIBLE stipulated in the policy SCHEDULE or in the previous articles shall 
apply. 
 

11.2.3.2. Calculating the indemnity 
11.2.3.2.1. In the case of damage: the cost of the repair including non-recoverable VAT, 

limited to the replacement value of the damaged item. In the case of damage 
inflicted by THIRD-PARTIES within the framework of a shipping contract, the 
indemnity shall be deducted from the compensation to which the INSURED PERSON 
is entitled by virtue of said contract. 
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11.2.3.2.2. In the case of loss or theft: the replacement value of a similar item, plus non-
recoverable VAT. In the case of loss or theft inflicted by THIRD-PARTIES within the 
framework of a shipping contract, the indemnity shall be deducted from the 
compensation to which the INSURED PERSON is entitled by virtue of said contract. 

 
11.2.3.3.   Obligations in case of damage 

Theft shall be immediately reported to the local authorities and an attestation that such a report 
has been filed shall be obtained. 

 
Damage shall be declared in a report by the carrier responsible and an attestation shall be 
obtained. 

 
The INSURED PERSON shall report the purchase date and the price of the goods. This can and 
must be evidenced by means of all possible proof. 

 
Damaged objects may be claimed by the COMPANY. 

 
In the case of theft of CASH AND VALUABLE DOCUMENTS, proof from the bank shall be required. 

 
For each incident within the framework of a shipping contract proof from the carrier shall be 
required (property irregularity report or attestation of final loss). 
 
If the INSURED PERSON and/or POLICYHOLDER do not comply with one of the aforementioned 
obligations to the detriment of the COMPANY, the COMPANY may claim a reduction of the benefit 
equivalent to the loss it has suffered. 

 
11.2.4. Limitations & Exclusions 

In case of damage or misuse after a LARCENY, the COMPANY will reduce to one third the amounts 
provided under articles 11.3.3.1 and 11.3.3.2, except for the amount of the DEDUCTIBLE. 
 
The COMPANY shall not pay any indemnity when the expenses are caused by or was directly or 
indirectly contributed to by: 
11.2.4.1. One of the event mentioned at articles 3.4.1 to 3.4.8 above; 
11.2.4.2. Leaving unattended, forgetting, loss or incorrect manipulation of the object by the 

INSURED PERSON AND/OR BENEFICIARY; 
11.2.4.3 Loss or damage as a result of: 

moths, vermin, wear and tear, atmospheric or climatic conditions or discoloration, 
mechanical or electrical failure or breakdown, 
cleaning, painting, restoring, repairing or modifying; 

11.2.4.4. Loss or damage due to delay, detention or confiscation by order of any government or 
public authority; 

11.2.4.5. Loss or theft of or damage to vehicles, trailers or caravans and their accessories or 
spare parts; 

11.2.4.6 Loss or theft of or damage to BAGGAGE sent as freight or under an airway-bill or a bill of 
lading; 

11.2.4.7. Loss of CASH AND VALUABLE DOCUMENTS, bonds, negotiable instruments and securities of 
any kind; 

11.2.4.8. Shortages of CASH AND VALUABLE DOCUMENTS due to confiscation or detention by customs 
or other officials, to error, omission and depreciation in value; 

11.2.4.9. Temporary unavailability of BUSINESS EQUIPMENT; 
Theft by pickpocket or manipulation during an exchange of CASH AND VALUABLE 
DOCUMENTS. 
 

11.3. CANCELLATION, INTERRUPTION, DELAY AND REPLACEMENT 
11.3.1. COVER 

The COMPANY shall indemnify the POLICYHOLDER or the INSURED PERSON up to maximum EUR 10.000 if a 
TRAVEL has to be cancelled, interrupted or adjusted as a direct result of any cause beyond the 
POLICYHOLDER/INSURED PERSON’S will, control or influence. 

 
11.3.2. BASIS OF INDEMNIFICATION 

The amount stipulated at the article 11.3.1 is the maximum indemnity per TRAVEL per INSURED PERSON. 
If a TRAVEL has to be cancelled prior to departure, the COMPANY shall pay all cancellation costs with regard 
to transportation and accommodation. 
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If a TRAVEL has to be cut short after departure, the COMPANY shall cover the costs already incurred for the 
part of the TRAVEL that has not been made and which become payable under contract, and which cannot 
be recovered elsewhere. Furthermore the COMPANY shall indemnify the costs incurred to allow an INSURED 
PERSON to return to the HOST COUNTRY. 
 
When pre-booked travel arrangements in connection with a TRAVEL have to be altered after departure, the 
COMPANY shall reimburse the additional TRAVEL and accommodation costs which are not recoverable 
elsewhere and which must be incurred to enable an INSURED PERSON to continue the TRAVEL or to return to 
the HOST COUNTRY. 
 
If the TRAVEL contract only concerns transportation: the unused part of the paid transportation costs. The 
cover shall also be granted to an INSURED PERSON in the case of cancellation by the 
travel companion, because of which the INSURED PERSON would have to travel alone. In this case, the 
additional accommodation and/or modification costs shall be covered. 

 
11.3.3. EXCLUSIONS 

The COMPANY shall not pay any indemnity when the expenses are caused by or was directly or 
indirectly contributed to by: 
11.3.3.1. One of the events mentioned at articles 3.4.1 to 3.4.8 above; 
11.3.3.2. Insolvency of the POLICYHOLDER or of an INSURED PERSON; 
11.3.3.3. Regulations made by a government or public authority; 
11.3.3.4. A decision made by the POLICYHOLDER or a COMPANY  belonging to the same group; 
11.3.3.5. The delay of a ship, aircraft or train if a) the INSURED PERSON fails to check in, in 

accordance with the itinerary provided, or b) if the delay is due to temporarily or 
permanently grounding of any ship, aircraft or train on the orders or recommendation of 
a port authority, railway authority or the civil aviation authority or any similar authority 
in any country; 

11.3.3.6. If the purpose of the TRAVEL is to obtain MEDICAL TREATMENT or medical advice. 
11.3.3.7. If the INSURED PERSON is travelling against the advice of a PHYSICIAN. 
11.3.3.8. Dismissal or termination of the contract of employment or expatriate assignment of the 

INSURED PERSON within 31 days prior to a scheduled TRAVEL or during the TRAVEL. 
 11.3.3.9. TRAVEL reservation has not been done during the BENEFIT PERIOD of the INSURED PERSON 

11.3.3.10. If the transporter refuses access to the INSURED PERSON due to his/her medical situation 
or for another kind of condition of the INSURED PERSON 

 
Unless any other written agreement to the contrary, the COMPANY shall indemnify up to maximum 
EUR 25.000 per TRAVEL for an EXPATRIATED EMPLOYEE and his/her DEPENDANT travelling together. 

 
11.4. TRAVEL INCONVENIENCE 
 

11.4.1. Travel delay 
If the departure of the ship, the aircraft or the train booked for an INSURED PERSON in order to TRAVEL to 
his/her planned destination at the outward or the return journey of a TRAVEL is delayed due to a strike, 
industrial action, adverse weather conditions or mechanical breakdown to the means of transportation, 
the COMPANY shall pay the POLICYHOLDER or the INSURED PERSON EUR 75 per hour in excess of 4 hours of 
delay, up to EUR 450 per INSURED PERSON. 
 

11.4.2. Ticket Upgrade 
The COMPANY undertakes to reimburse the INSURED PERSON additional costs incurred when upgrading the 
travel ticket (to or from the destination) to a higher comfort class. 
This cover shall apply in the following cases: 
11.4.2.1. If the departure, regardless of which departure point of a confirmed scheduled flight or fixed 

and regular HTS train connection, is delayed by 4 or more hours, or is cancelled, and if no 
other means of transportation is made available to the INSURED PERSON within 4 hours after the 
scheduled time of departure of the scheduled flight or train connection concerned; 

11.4.2.2. If the INSURED PERSON is not admitted on board a confirmed scheduled flight or fixed and 
regular HTS train connection as a result of overbooking and if no other means of transportation 
is made available to him/her within 4 hours after the scheduled time of departure of the 
scheduled flight or train connection concerned; 

11.4.2.3. If the arrival of a scheduled flight or of a fixed and regular HTS train connection and if no other 
means of transportation is made available to him/her within 4 hours after the actual time of 
arrival of the first INSURED PERSON misses his/her connection at the transit point due to the 
delayed flight or train connection. 
An irregularity report of the carrier shall be required, and shall constitute proof. 
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Group Plus – Expatriate Care 

 
11.4.3. Extended stay after terrorism and/or natural disaster 

If the INSURED PERSON cannot depart or continue his/her pre-booked and planned TRAVEL abroad of his/her 
HOST COUNTRY on the scheduled date, the COMPANY shall cover additional accommodation costs and travel 
expenses incurred as the result of: 
11.4.3.1. An act of internationally recognized terrorism or the direct results thereof, or 
11.4.3.2. A natural disaster or the direct results thereof. 

 
11.4.4. Compensation basis and conditions of cover after terrorism 

The COMPANY shall cover, to the extent of maximum EUR 1.500, the additional accommodation costs 
incurred by the INSURED PERSON and/or the additional costs for changing his/her means of public 
transportation. The COMPANY 'S benefits for the additional accommodation costs shall end when the 
transportation COMPANY with which the original booking was made offers an alternative. The benefits shall 
always end when the INSURED PERSON refuses the alternative offered. 
The minimum duration of the delay or obstruction caused by terrorism shall be 48 hours. 
The COMPANY shall start providing the benefit as soon as the act is recognised as an act of international 
terrorism and the delay or obstruction exceeds this period of time. The compensation shall in that case be 
granted as of the first day. 

 
11.4.5. Compensation and conditions of cover after natural disasters 

The following are eligible for compensation to the extent of maximum EUR 1.500: 
11.4.5.1. Additional accommodation costs in a hotel and/or holiday lodgings incurred after the day of the 

scheduled termination of the stay due to the fact that the INSURED PERSON cannot leave his/her 
temporary place of stay; 

11.4.5.2. Additional expenses due to compulsory evacuation and/or repatriation arising from the same 
facts, excluding repatriation of and costs connected with the vehicle; 

11.4.5.3. Additional costs for the alteration of the means of public transportation. 
 
The minimum duration of the delay or obstruction caused by terrorism shall be 48 hours 

 
11.4.6. Exclusions 

11.4.6.1. Exclusions applicable to articles 11.4.1 to 11.4.3 included 
The COMPANY shall not pay any indemnity when the expenses are caused by or was 
directly or indirectly contributed to by one of the event mentioned at articles 3.4.1 to 
3.4.8 above. 

11.4.6.2. Exclusions applicable to articles 11.4.1 and 11.4.2 
The COMPANY shall not pay any indemnity when the expenses are caused by or was 
directly or indirectly contributed to by: 
11.4.6.2.1. Delay, detention or confiscation by a government or public authority; 
11.4.6.2.2. Strikes that were announced before the departure; 
11.4.6.2.3. Government decisions not to let such means of transportation leave or 

taking them out of circulation. 
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